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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, JUNE 19, 1906.

VOL. 43.
HOUSE

JOINT STATE- HOOD SENTIMENT MASSACRE

ADOPTS

MEAT INSPECTION

As Found By Reverend J. W. McKean
of Santa Fe, on His

GOVERNOR PATTISON
OF OHIO DEAD THE MEADOW

SHOCKS

Unanimously.
EKVOY

PIERCE

TO

NORWAY

President Nominated Him Today Report on Watson
Measure Received.
--

Washington, June 19 The meat Inspection amendment of the agricultural
appropriation bill lias been adopted by
the House without a division.
"I move to suspend the rules, to
discharge the committee of the whole
of the House on the state of the union
from the consideration of the Senate
amendments of the agricultural appropriation bill, and to disagree to all
amendments except No! 29, (the meat
inspection! amendment) and to concur
in amendment No. 29, with the amendment recommended by the committee
on. agriculture, and ask for a conference with the Senate on disagreeing
votes."
Great Interest Was Shown.
Much interest was shown when Mr.
Wadsworth made the above motion
soon after reporting the agricultural
bill with the compromise amendment
relating to the meat inspection. Mr.
Wadsworth in explaining the changes
made in the substitute for the original
meat inspection amendment said the
changes were mostly in the verbiage
and then took them up seriatim. In
conclusion he said:
"I want to assure the House on
behalf of the committee on agriculture
that the provisions of this bill will Insure to the public a rigid meat and
meat food Inspection law."
Mr." Lamb of Virginia, the ranking
member of the minor committee on
agriculture Insisted that the bill was
defective in that the" government was
obliged to pay the cost of the Inspection. In his opinion the costs should
be borne by the packers.
Senate Favors Judicial Appropriation

Special to the New Mexican.
Tucumcarl, N. M., June 19. When
I left my home in Santa Fe the news
of the passage of the statehood bill
had Just arrived. Being Interested in
the outcome, I have token pains to
feel the pulse of the people concerning
the matter so far as I have gone, and
am of the opinion that the question
will go through as far as New Mexico
Is concerned. The general
opinion
seems to be that Congress did not
give us a square deal, but there is a
disposition to accept the situation and
make the best of it.
The feeling Is: That if we do not
accept joint statehood, it will be a
long term of years before either terri
tory can hope for admission alone.
Railroad matters, land matters, and
the tax system need regulating and
need it badly; the concensus of opln
Ion is that these can be regulated only
under statehood. These questions con
cern each territory alike and my judgment Is that in order to reach them,
the people Will vote for statehood In
November.
The splendid bonus offered to the
school fund, too, will have Its Influence
towards an affirmative vote on the
question; as also will the matter of
economy in supporting one state government instead of two. The strongest opposition will come from the peo
ple of Arizona; but as they will take
pride in the fact of the name Arizona
being retained, it Is more than likely
that a majority of their votes will be
cast for the measure.
That there will be a pretty fight ev
ery well informed person admits; yet
the same person seems to think that
we of New Mexico at the end of
twelve months, will be living In Ari
zona without having moved.
J. W. M'KEAN.

Bill.

CHINESE MERCHANTS
PROSPER IN PANAMA

June

19.
Consul Kelfurnishes a report on
the foreign trade of the Panama port
of Bocas del Toro. The exports to the
United States for 1905 were 3,414,500
bunches of bananas, 131,200 cocoanuts,
and 1,157 cases of canned turtle meat.
Exports to Europe were sarsaparllla
root and turtle shells. The Imports
from the United States, Europe, and
Asia were of all classes of merchan
dise.
The oriental goods are handled by
Chinese firms, of which there are
about fifty in Bocas del Toro, and
l
about the Bame number in the
Lagoon, who retail general merchandise to the plantation laborers.
The principal importing houses at Bocas del Toro are Kroesman, Braden &
Co., Adolf Dolder & Co., and E.
successors. Some commercial
houses of Bocas del Toro have been
compelled to establish branch houses
In the Changulnola district, on account
of the influx of plantation laborers
there.

logg, of Colon,

Washington, June 19. The Senate
today adopted the conference report
on the legislative, executive and Judicial appropriation bill.
President Makes Minor Nominations.
Washington, June 19. The President
today sent to the Senate, the nomination of Herbert Pierce, now third assistant secretary of state to be envoy
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to Norway and Huntington
Wilson of Illinois, to succeed Mr.
Pierce as the third secretary of state.
To Pay President's Traveling Expenses
Washington, D. C, June 19. The
House committee on appropriations today voted to report on the Watson
bill authorizing the annual appropriacost
tion of $50,009 to my the traveling prifttion of $3,000,000 to pay the
no
contain
will
pro
and
of
inspection
expenses of the President of the United States and such guests as he may vision for the levy of an asessment to
invite. Chairman Tawney was author- make up any deficiency in the amount
ized to call the bill up under suspen- available for this work as suggested
sion of the rules and favorable action by Cowan, representing the Texas cat
tle growers and, later urged Dy une
was taken.
President.
Naval Bill Back to Conference.
The court review provision will not
Washington, June 19. After anoth- be contained In the measure.
This
er day devoted largely to the Lake
action meets the suggestion of tne
Erie and Ohio River Canal bill, the
President.
Senate yesterday passed that measure
The words "In the judgment of the
with only eleven voles in the negaof agriculture," will not be
secretary
tive. In addition several bills to which
Inserted as suggested by the President
there was no objection received fav- and this conclusion now '.meets Mr.
orable action. There also was further Roosevelt's
approval.
discussion between Senators Tillman
The section waiving the civil service
and Hopkins over the resolution of
In
the former lor an investigation of the law for one year In the selection of
will go out of the provision,
question of national bank contributions spectors
to political campaigns, which involved also one of the President's recommen
renewed reference to the failure of dations.
There is to be no date on the label
the Chicago National Bank.
The 'Senate decided to insist upon of the packing of meat food products.
Its amendments to the naval appropria- In this the President yields to the
tion bill and to ask for further confer- committee. The language which gives
ence with the House. The most Im- Inspectors the right to enter packing
portant of those remaining in dispute houses at all times Is amplified by
is that requiring the secretary of the the words "whether the same be in
navy to report to Congress full details operation or not."
With these changes made, the Prescovering the type of the great battleship authorized before receiving any ident has indicated his entire satisfacbids for its construction.
tion with the measure which was reAmong others in dispute are those ported from the committee as a subgiving to the commandant of the ma- stitute for the Beverldge amendment
rine corps the rank, pay and allow- and was recommitted to the committee
ances of a major general in the army; that the changes might be made.
$1,400,000 toward the
appropriating
Ordinarily Speaker Cannon does not
construction of a graving dock at
take such an active part In legislation
Florida, and making the naval as he has In the present Instance. It
station at Port Royal, South Carolina, has been explained, however, that he
an, adjunct to the naval trainlnir
regards the passage of an adequate
tlon, Rhode Island to be used during meat inspection bill with all possible
cn winter months.
speed as vitally essential.
All of the Senate amendments relaDelegate Smith of Arizona Ml.
tive to the personnel act. have been
to the New Mexican.
Special
agreed to. The appropriation for re
June 19.
Delegate
Washington,
serve powder and shell was fixed
Mark A.
of Arizona, has left
W.uuu.ooo.
For submarine torpedo WashingtonSmith,
for Hot Springs, Arkan-sasboats the secretary of the navy may
and will be absent during the remane contracts
to the extent of mainder of the session. The delegate
11,000,000, but the amount available became ill on
the day after he had his
was Mmued to 1500,000. All of the
altercation with Speaker Cannon and
remaining Senate amendments
were has not since recovered. It Is doubtaccepted by the House conferees.
ful If he will be a candidate for
on the Democratic ticket
Agreement on Meat Inspection Meas
ure.
for delegate from Arizona in the comWashington, June 19. The basis ing campaign.
for a complete agreement
on
Jury Bill in Doubt,
meat Inspection legislation between
Special to the New Mexican.
President Roosevelt and the House
Washington, June 19. The bill in
committee on agriculture was arrived troduced by
Delegate W. H. Andrews
at yesterday at the White House,
providing for a change In the methods
Speaker Cannon represented the com of securing grand and petit Juries for
mittee In this Instance and subsequent U. S. courts in the territories
and
ty spent some time explaining the which has passed the House of Represituation to the committed la Its sentatives, has not yet
passed the Senroom at the CaoltoL The hill was ate, on account of the
suggestion of an
practically completed when the com amendment to the bill and the rush of
mlttee adjourned tod&v.
business.
This may crowd the bill
It will authorize an annual appro- - over to next session.
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Pen-sacol-

Public Funeral at
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Travels.

Washington,

TIMBER SALE ON
JEMEZ RESERVE INSPECTION

CITY

End Came Suddenly Late Yesterday-- No

'

Amendment to the
Agricultural Bill

NO. 103.

Dead Bodies of Jews
Buried at
Night.

Brewing, Held in Check By
Soldiers Woman Assassin
Attacks Trepoff.
St. Petersburg, June 19. The massacre of Jews at Bialystok has shocked
the country and added to the general
excitement and the revelations which
the committee of the lower House of
Parliament sent to investigate it, are
expected to make, will only add fuel
to the flames. The Golus, a newspaper
edited by M. Ullanoff, a member of
the lower House of Parliament containing an account of the horrors and
charging the authorities of Bialystok
the
with deliberately precipitating
riot, was confiscated when it appeared
today. News today brings the usual
chronicle of murder and robbery. Fresh
strikes are reported In several places.
The masons and stone cutters In St.
Petersburg joined the bakers In a
Strike today and the butchers will folNews
low their example tomorrow.
from Croiistadt continues disquieting.
Troops sent to the Island are camping
outside of the city. The Twentieth
Century, formerly the Russ, says the
situation is so dangerous that the
breach blocks have been removed from
the guns of warships in the harbor.
Will Government Disband Parliament?
St. Petersburg, June 19.-- In
spite of
the government's left handed denial
that It Intends to order a parliamentary
recess, the Rech today expressed the
fear that a coup d'etat was imminent
and appeals to the country to make
Its voice heard In favor of a dismissal
of the ministry and a prolongation of
Parliament.
There is a report that it has been
positively decided to get rid of Parliament but that the government is only hesitating in regard to the best
method. One proposition is to order
a recess for three months and another
is to order a new election after dlsolv-inParliament.
The third Is to declare; the council of the Empire a
representative body until a new Parliament Is elected. ,
Woman Tried to Kill General Trepoff.
St. Petersburg, June 19. A circumstantial report is in circulation that
an attempt on the life of General Trepoff, commandant of the palace, by a
well dressed woman masquerading as
the Princess Narlshkin has been made.
According to a rumor the woman
gained admission to the palace and
when Trepoff appeared, she drew a revolver, but before It was fired she was
seized. This story Is denied by the
g

police.

Buried 100 Dead Hebrews.
Bialystok, June 19. (Monday midnight) The bodies of more than a
hundred Jews were buried during the
day, but an imposing array of military
prevented a resumption of the disorders. A correspondent of the Asso
elated Press this evening saw dozens
of Christians of the lower classes with
sacks on their backs coming from the
desolated Jewish quarters to submit
to the soldiers and police. If the sacks
contained plunder, none of It was
seized.
Bandits Rob Street Car Passengers.
TIflis, June 19. The lawlessness of
the Caucuses Is growing. In spite of
the patrols of soldiers and police, murder and robbery are unchecked in the
city. At noon today fifteen brigands,
armed to the teeth, boarded a car in
the center of the city and held up and
searched the passengers, taking their
purses and jewelry. No arrests were
war between the Armade. Inter-racmenians and the Tartars Is spreading.
Revolution In Southern Russia. "
June 19. Private
St. Petersburg,
letters received here from Kbarkoff
predict that the entire south of Russia will be In a state of revolution
within a month.
Aristocrats Will Fight to "Bitter End."
St. Petersburg, June 19. The
position of the Russian
nobility is made manifest in the ad
dress to the throne adopted by the
nobles congress recently im session
here and now published for the first
time. While It contains honeyed
words of solicitude for the peasants
as "brothers," It does not yield an
lota on the question of expropriation
of land. It characterizes the present
as the most dangerous moment for
Russia in a thousand years of her his
tory, not on account of her foreign
foes, but owing to her internal ene
mies, "who are seeking to seize the
supreme power by blinding the people
with false promises and deluding the
peasants with dreams of free lands
The address assures the Emperor
that the nobility are persuaded that
the real Russian people have Implicit
confidence in the maintenance
of
"the supreme autocratic" power as
essential to the regeneration and de
velopment of the country. Expropriation, It declares, would destroy the In
violability of property, which is the
foundation of the state, and Is to the
Interest of a purely socialistic regime.
The milliards of bonds Involved In
the scheme it is asserted, would mean
a state of national bankruptcy.
The address Insists that the only re
lief possible is by colonizing, the pur
chase of lands through the agrarian
banks, education of the peasantry and
better agricultural methods.
e

GROWING

Cincinnati, Ohio, June 19. John M.
Pattlson, governor of Ohio, died at his
home In Mllford, a suburb of this city
He passed
a
yesterday afternoon.
good night and there was no report
of any serious
change during the
day. During the afternoon the news
from his home was considered favor
able jand the announcement of death
came without warning.
That the death of the governor was
entirely unexpected was evident when
It Is remembered that dn a contest
over the requisition of Ellsworth Liv
erpool in the courts of this city yes
terday both of the governor's physicians appeared to testify that his con
dltion was such that he was able to
transact official business. His private
secretary, L. B. Hduck, also testified
to his good condition, explaining that
he had recently gone over much busi
ness with him.
A Quiet Funeral Arranged.
110
June
Ohio,
Cincinnati,
body of Governor Pattlson, who died
lost night after a long Illness will not
be taken to Columbus for a state fun
eral. His wishes and those of his fam
ily are for a quiet funeral. Many tele
grams of condolence have been
from all parts of the country.
Harris Doesn't Outline His Policy.
Columbus, Ohio, June 19. Governor
Andrew L. Harris, the Republican who
succeeded Governor Pattison today,
declined to make any formal statement regarding his policy but it is believed that he is in accord with the
late governor in many of the plana
he contemplated regarding the state
of affairs.
19.-1-

BRICK BUILDINGS
STAND EARTHQUAKE
Says Toklo Expert Who Is
Examining Ruins of San Francisco.

In Japan,

San Francisco, Cel., June 19. "Dis
honest mortar and the corrupt con
glomeration of sea sand and lime was
responsible for nearly all the earth
quake damage In San Francisco," says
Dr. T. Nakamura, professor of archi
tecture of the Imperial University of
Tokio and one of the most distinguished members of the committee
dispatched to this city by the Japan
ese government to investigate the ef
fects of the shocks and fire. He add
ed that there had developed a great
prejudice gainst brick in San Fran-- 1
Cisco as a result of .the earthquake.
However they are largely employed
in Japan where earthquakes of a greater severity are not uncommon. He
said he had found it m easy matter
to design a building not only earth
quake but practically fire proof. The
secret lies in the use of good mortar
whioh should consist of one
part cement and two parts sand or one part
cement, three parts lime and five parts
sand. If this is used with wet bricks
the wall becomes practically one stone.

MORE TIME FOR
AGGIE MYERS
Kansas City Murderess to Receive
Stay of Execution Was to
Hang June 29.
Jefferson City, June 9. The su
preme court today overruled the motion for a rehearing in the case of Mrs.
Aggie Myers, sentenced to hang June
29 for the murder of her husband two
years ago. Governor Folk left today
for Bloomington, Indiana. Prior to his
departure he said he would return on
Friday and grant the candemned woman a respite of either thirty or sixty
days In order to permit an Investigation into the facts In the case and to
determine whether or not to commute
her sentence to life Imprisonment.
The supreme court decision also
the case of Frank Hottman. the
condemned accomplice of the woman
and he will be granted a respite when
her sentence Is respited.

ANARCHISTS TO
KILL ROOSEVELT
Have an Organization of Sixty Men In

Portland Says Walter
Portland, June 19. Statements made
by Walter Sealasklwcz, formerly president of the Polish National Society
seem to confirm the recent report that
this city harbors an anarchistic society which contemplates the assassi
s
nation of President Roosevelt.
statements were made to the
police today while he was securing
warrants for several members of bis
society whom he alleges attacked and
beat Mm Sunday night for objecting
to the alleged misuse of the societies
funds. He states that there are
about eighty anarchists In the city
and that they hold regular meetings
at places northeast of Portland.
Sealas-kiwez'-

SUDDEN DEATH OF
IMPORTANT WITNESS
In "Cyclone Pat"

Case Fell
Air Shaft In Chicago
Hotel.

Down

Chicago, Ills., June 19. Willliam E.
Reynolds of Lexington, Texas, fell
down an air shaft from the sixth floor
of the Grace Hotel early today and
was instantly killed. He came to Chicago last night as a witness against
"Cyclone Pat," under arrest here
charged with being the accomplice of
Charles Coleman, the safe blower, who
was killed near Glddings, Texas.

NICELY

Pry Farming

periments on Las
Vegas Grant.

Citizens Generally Support
Joint Statehood Although
Preferring Separate.
Robert L. M. Ross, of Las Vegas,
who arrived
In the Meadow
City
twenty-Bl- x
years ago, and who has for
the most of the time been a resident
of that town, was In Santa Fe Sunday

and Monday en route to San Juan
County, where he goes to examine conditions and prospects ror eastern capitalists who desire reports on the resources, climate, horticulture and fruit
growing aspects of tnat section, Mr.
Ross has for the past five year3 filled,
and that very acceptably, the Important position as deputy treasurer under
Hon. Eugenio Romero, treasurer and
tax collector of San Miguel County.
He Is also U. S. Court. Commissioner
and attends to the making of homestead and desert land entries and other
land office paper3 for San Miguel
County and In the fourth judicial district.
Meadow City Prosperous.
,To a reporter of the New Mexican
who caught him at the depot Mr. Ross
said that Las Vegas was In a prosperous condition, there were many new
and substantial business buildings and
residences In iurse of erection; merchants report business good and collections acceptable; the wool merchants
at Las Vegas expect to handle a great
deal of the fleecy staple, as there is
much country In which there are many
sheep tributary to the town.
The wool trade will commence actively In a few days and will make
times busy for all who engage in it.
The agricultural prospects of the country surrounding the town and In many
places, which trade with the Meadow
City, are of the best and it is expected
that crops of all cereals will be the
greatest in many years.
The Thompson Colonization Project.
The commissioners of the Las Vegas
.rrant have ceased selling tracts, In
order to alve Al'aert W. Thompson,
formerly Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office In Clayton, a chance to do something with the BO.nno acres of land
which he has purchased from them.
Mr. Thompson is actively at work in
colonizing this tract and within a few
days It Is expected that a large number
of eastern homeseekers will be In Las
Vegas to examine this land, and it
they And it suitable, to colonize and
settle upon the grant permanently.
Mr. Thompson has matters well arranged and is sanjmine that a large
proportion otrifcintendlng homeseek-erwill be pleased and will become
permanent settlers. The commissioners of the grant are awaiting results
before proceeding with placing' of
tracts upon the market. This policy
Is believed to be good and will In my
opinion redound to the benefit of all
concerned.
Dry Farming Experiments.
"The Campbell Dry Farming Association Is doing considerable work break,
lng prairie land on the farm donated
to it by the commissioners of the
grant; a huge steam plow is being used
and much other labor saving machinery has been put to work. The managers propose to put in a large area ot
winter wheat and to make a thorough
experiment with that cereal. They
feel confident of success. I understand
320 acres will be placed
in winter
wheat and that the experiment Is to
be made as extensive as possible. If
It proves to be what is expected, It
will make many thousands of acres of
land In the grant, the property of Las
Vegas, a prosperous agricultural country.
People Will Support Joint Statehood.
"It seems to me as If our people will
be willing to accept the best they can
get and that is joint statehood. 1
think I am safe In saying that the
great majority of the citizens of Las
Vegas and of San Miguel County are
statehood for
strongly for separate
the Sunshine Territory, believing that
we are fully entitled to this recognition. As we cannot get it, naturally
we are inclined to take the best that
is offered. We want to enter the
Union and a? we cannot be citizens
of the State of New Mexico we are
hout getting ready to accept citizenship in the State of Arizona, provided
the constitutional convention will give
us a good, efficient and strong constitution. We prooose to work for this
end and Vote for it and that from now
on. I have been a consistent separate
statehood man from the day I reached
the Territory, but will cast my lot
with the remainder of my fellow citizens and work for the creation of the
new state, as I believe that statehood
will be of the utmost Importance to
the advancement and prosperity of our
Territory, of San Miguel County and of
Las Vegas. The provisions of the law
are very liberal and as we may never
be able again to get such liberal provisions, I believe It Is for the benefit
of all concerned to accept.
a

POOR

WOOLS OFFERED
AND

LACK

OF

BUYERS.

Boston, Mass., June 19. The lack of
buyers and small offerings of desirable
wools are conditions contributing to
a stagnation In the wool market from
day to day.

Forty Million Feet Ready for Market
at Not Less Than $2.50
a Thousand.
After a thorough Inspection on the
part of a number of Its expert timber
men, the forest service of the Department of the Interior has decided to sell
40,000,000 feet of timber In the vicinity
of Bland on the Jemez forest reserve.
Bids will be received by Forest Supervisor Leon F. Knelpp for six weeks,
beginning Thursday, the 21st Instant.
No bids of less than $2.50 per thousand
feet will be received and each bid must
be accompanied by a certified check
for the sum of $5,000 to show the good
faith of the bidder. This Is one of the
best chances ever offered in New Mexico to lumber men to secure as fine
pine timber for lumber as Is found In
the Rocky Mountain section. The official advertisement calling for bids will
appear in the Weekly New Mexican
Review, commencing with the Issue ot
Thursday next and will be continued
fcr six weeks. The salient points in
the advertisement are:
The timber, which consists of yellow
pine, white pine, red fir, Englemann
spruce and white fir, and has been
marked for cutting under the direction
of forest supervisors, Is of an excellent
quality and sound enough for saw logs,
railroad ties and mining props. It Is
located as follows; Beginning at the
junction of the Cochltl and Media Canons, In township 17 north, range 15
east, New Mexico Principal Meridian,
running thence In a northerly and
westerly direction, following the westerly rim of the Media Dla Canon, to
Its junction with the Del Norte Canon,
thence folowlng the westerly rim ot
the Del Norte Canon to the point
where It is intersected by the south
boundary line of the Baca location No.
I; thence in an easterly direction following the south boundary line of Baca
Location No.I to a point where It Is
Intersected by the line of the westerly
rim of the Frljoles Canon; thence in
a southerly direction along the west
side of the Frljoles and east side ol
the Alamo Canon; thence In a northerly, westerly and southerly direction
following the rim of the Alamo Canon
to a point on the westerly rim of the
Alamo Canon marked by a stake and
stones; thence In a southely and westerly direction following the blazed line
to a point on the easterly rim of the
Cochltl Canon, marked by stake and
stones; thence southerly along the
easterly rim of the Cochltl Canon to
the place of beginning. The tract
from which the timber will be cut contains about 10,000 acres, all In the
Jemez Reserve, New Mexico.

SHORTER HOURS
LARGER FAMILIES
Typographical Union Gathers
tics of Unusual Interest to
Sulcldlsts.

Statis
Anti-Rac-

e

who
Chicago, June 19. Employers
agree with President Roosevelt In his
suicide ideas can do much
to advance the cause of granting their
employes an eight hour work day. This
is the belief of the members of Typographical Union No. 10, who say the
fact has been demonstrated in their
own experiences.
The Typographical Union made nub
ile recently a report whioh contains
much Interesting material on the sub
ject. The officials of the union pro
fess to have established, among other
things, a close relatlonshto between
the large family and the short work
day.
Since September 1, when the eieht
hour schedule first was nut into effect.
In the printing shops la Chicago, there
nas been a remarkable increase In the
birth srate among the compositors'
families. The total number of births
recorded during the periods is twenty- tour, which represented a 15 per cent
better showing than appeared for the
preceding ten months.
Lower Death Rate.
Another effect which the
credit to the shortening of the hours of
labor Is a lowering in the death rate
among the members. From tables
kept by the union In former years
the average mortality In the orsranlza.
don has been forty out of a total of
a)Kut 3,000 men. For the last ten
months the records kent bv Secretarv
W.illam McEvoy show a death list of
only fifteen members.
anti-rac-

e

s

OF

JEIZJESEI
Supervisor Kneipp
Makes Ten Day
Trip.
FINE TIMBERANDPflSTURAGE

In Districts One and
Men Are Prosperous.

Two-Shee-

p

Leon F. Knelpp, forest supervisor,
returned Saturday afternoon from a
ten days' Inspection trip through districts one and two of the Jemez forest
reserve. These districts comprise the
northern part of the reserve and extend along the Colorado line, where
there are some of the finest timber and
A
grazing lands in the southwest.
thorough inspection of the reserve has
never been made and it Is Supervisor
Knelpp's intention to examine each
of the districts within a short time.
Concerning the part of the resrve
he traveled, Mr.
through which
Knelpp, when seen thsl morning, had
the following to say.
"A more prosperous and contented
lot of people than those whom I met
in northern New Mexico and southern
Colorado, I have never seen during my
experience in the forest service. The
sheep men have been unusually successful this year, their lamb crop averaging from ninety to one hundred and
ten per cent. The grazing during the
spring and early summer months has
been fina and all that Is needed is a
good rain to put it back to Its former
The cattle and
splendid condition.
there are not as
horses although
many In districts one and two as
there were last year, are doing well
and a large number of fat cattle will
be shipped from that vicinity this
year.
Large Number of Sheep and Cattle.
"At present there are in district
nuhber one, 63,000 sheep, 1,200 cattle
and 00 horses; In number two, 6,500
The
sheep, 500 cattle and horses.
owners of this stock comply with the
regulations of the forest service, and
the rangers are not experiencing any
difficulty whatever.
"The timber on the tracts through
which I went Is as good as there Is
on the riwervfl. Along the Vallecltos
Creek alone, I am sure that 100,000,-00feet of merchantable yellow pine
could be secured. I have recently had
inquiries from several parties concerning this timber and there Is no
doubt but what a big sale in that district will be consummated before very
long. In order to remove the timber
it would be necessary to build a narrow gauge railroad but in spite of
that fact the purchase of 100,000,000
feet of timber along Vallecltos Creek
would be an excellent proposition.
Sheep Men Are Appreciative.
"In talking with a number of sheep
men, I found that they appreciate
very much what has been done by
the government since the organization
of the Jemez reserve. Before that
time there was a great deal of trouble
among the sheep owners relative to
who should secure choice grazing
lands.
Before the opening of the
lambing season the sheep would be
driven to certain sections where the
best places for lambing were known
to be and in the rush that followed
many were lost and killed. Often
there was trouble between the owners of different flocks and occasionally
a little gun play was Indulged in. Now
applications are made for certain grazing lands, and the applicants know
that they will not be intruded upon.
"A movement has recently started
among sheep raisers to breed up their
sheep. They figure that If they can
even secure an additional pound of
wool from each sheep, it will pay the
expenses of dipping and shearing as
well as for their
grazing permits.
Taken as a whole everything on the
reserve is in excellent condition."
0

COMMISSION
S
INVESTIGATION
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AMERICAN LOAN
WITH FRANCE
New York, June 19. Kuhn, Loeb
& Co., bankers, announced
yesterday
that they had purchased from ho
Pennsylvania Railroad Company 250,- uuu.uuu rrancs of the Pennsylvania
3
Company's
French
franc loan of 1906, guaranteed as to
principal and Interest by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company.
The entire loan has been nlnrort hv
Kuhn, Loeb & Co., with a French
group under the management nf the
Banque de Paris et des Pays-Baand
the Credit Lyonnals. The Issue price
will be in the neighborhood of par.
Payment will be made In about equal
Installments divided over the balance
of the present year or earlier, at the
option of the French banks.
A member of the firm of Kuhn. Lneh
& Co., In speaking about the
matter,
sam:
"We consider that the rloslnethis transaction Is a most Important
event financially. It marks the placing of the first direct American loan
in Paris, and it Is further the first officially sanctioned American
loan
placed there.
"It means that about $50,000,000 In
French currency will come to this
country. This French money will ar
rive here at a most oppportune time.
The Issue price will be between 99 and
par."
4
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Of Ownership of Oil and Coal Companies' Stocks By Railroad
Officials.

Washington, D. C, June 19. The Interstate Commerce Commission today

resumed its investigation
into the
question of the ownership by the
railroads of their officers or employes
of coal and oil stocks or properties as
called for by the
resolution. President E. J. Berwia and
several employes of the Berwin-Whtt- e
Coal Mining Company, and the Pennsylvania Railroad were on hand to
testify.
Tillman-Gillespi-

e

24 HOURS BETWEEN
LIBERTY AND PRISON
Quick Work of Judge In Dealing With
J. J. Kean, Abductor of
Muth Boy,
Philadelphia, Pa., June 19. John
Joseph Kean, the abductor of Frederick Muth, the 7 year old son of Charles
Muth, who was captured yesterday,
afetr a six days' search, In a vacant
house In west Philadelphia, was tried
today and convicted In less than an
hour.. The judge sentenced him to
twenty years in the penitentiary. From
the time Kean was arrested until on
his way to prison to begin his sentence-lesthan twenty-fou- r
hours elapsed,'
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
THE NEW MEXICAN
MAX, FROST, Editor.

and from Europe will come to all the states in this locality in increasing
numbers on account of the advertisement which the statehood act will
give us, and the accession of strength in each branch of Congress will
bring us new industrial and financial conquests, For the great southwest
fortune holds some choice prizes."
,

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K, STAUFFER,
Sec'y-Trea-

.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postolllce,
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
$ .25
Daily, per week, by carrier
1.00
Daily, per month, by carrier
75
Daily, per montih, by mall
7.50
Pally, one year, by mall

Daily, six months, by mail
Dally, three months., by mail

4.00
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six month
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
.1.00
75

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofllce In the Terrltor, and has a large and growing circulation
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

A FAIR AND JUST APPORTIONMENT.
The Hamilton joint statehood law is a Republican measure passed
Natby a Ueptiblvan Congress and approved by a Republican President.
will
the
of
Sunshine Territory
support it, alurally the Republicans
and
much
have
more
would
fought for
gladly supported
though they
However, this incident is closed.
separate statehood for New Mexico.
The New Mexican desires to call attention to the provision in section 24
oi' the enabling act which provides for the apportionment of the Territory
in the matter of delegates to the constitutional convention. The proviso
is eminently fair and just. It directs tltat the Governor, the Secretary
and Chief Justice of each Territory apportion each of the two territories
that are to compose the State of Arizona for delegates to the constitutional
convention upon a basis of the vote of IDQ-t- .
This, in Xew Mexico, will
give full recognition to every county in the Territory upon the latest and
best basis that could be obtained.
Had the apportionment been based
been claimed by Democratic poliwould
have
of
it
1900
census
the
upon
ticians and Democratic papers that it was very unfair and very unjust as
since then much increase in population in certain counties of the Territory, mostly Democratic, has occurred. As it is, this objection cannot be
urged in opposition to the approval by the voters of the Hamilton joint
statehood law. The apportionment as directed will be as fair and as
The largest vote
equitable as it is possible under present circumstances.
in the history of New Mexico was cast in November,
1904, and
several Democratic counties that have received much immigration will be
benefited and strengthened by this direction. The Republicans do not object as they wish every county and every section of New Mexico fairly and
They favor a first class, modern, efably represented in the convention.
fective and wholesome constitution, no more and no less. Fairness in
elections and in apportionment is one of the cardinal principles of Republicanism and this is proven by the case in point. It would have been very
easy for the Congress of the United States to have made the census of 1900
the basis; this, however, would have been manifestly unjust and hence,,
the necessary work was done by Delegate Andrews, National Committeeman Luna, Chairman Bursum, and other leading Republicans of the Territory to secure the proviso in the Carter amendment which was adopted
and which was published in yesterday's Xew Mexican verbatim. The
Republican party of this Territory desires no undue padding or political
favoritism from any power. It has confidence in itself and in its members
and is confident it will carry the clay in open sunlight. It knows that it
stands for what is best for the people as a whole. Hence, the action of
the Republicans in Congress in providing for the above method of apportionment, which "to tell the truth" was not at all expected by the Democratic leaders and bosses who were watching Congress in the endeavor
to obtain an amendment to the bill which would give the Democrats a
chance to capture easily and completely the forthcoming constitutional
As it is, each of the two great parties will have its due
convention.
share of delegates unless local compromises are made in counties as the
citizens on both sides of the political fence may see fit.
As is shown by the item of apportionment, the Republicans both na
tional and territorial are desirous of winning in the statehood fight by
fair means, by effective and strenuous work and by the honest vote of the
people. . The Xew Mexico Republican campaign managers are men who
are noted for fairness and decency. The coming campaign will be conducted accordingly. In Xew Mexico the apportionment will be based,
according to. the vote of 1904, which amounted to 43,011, upon one dele
There will be forty-fou- r
gate for each 652 votes cast at that election.
men from Arizona and there is absolutely no good reason why they should
not agree and formulate the best state constitution so far had in this
United States. The Xew Mexican is sure this will be done if the people
of Xew Mexico and Arizona on November Cth next vote "yea" upon the
question "shall Xew Mexico and Arizona be united into one state?"
It looks as if every decent paper in Xew Mexico will be out strongly
for joint statehood and will support that measure.
It is very apparent
to all acquainted with the political situation that this will be the best
to be done under existing conditions.

o
ARIZONA

VOTERS BOW TO NO TRUST.

The Albuquerque Fakir Journal ridicules the hope that a campaign of
education may bring Arizona around to the point where it will approve
of jointure with Xew Mexico as one state. Its most potent argument to
bolster up its position is that the Southwestern Copper Trust owns not
only Arizona but also the votes of its people. An assertion of that kind
is certainly not complimentary to the people of the neighboring territory
and they will be swift to resent it. Xo matter of how much importance
the copper trust may be to Arizona, it does not control the votes of the
citizens of Arizona who are as independent, and as fearless in their independence, as any people on the face of the earth.
Much more sanguine and complimentary is the following recent
editorial from the columns of the
"The rejoicings are not altogether confined to Missouri's two near
Arizona and Xew Mexico, which figure in the same act that
neighbors.
elevates Oklahoma and Indian Territory, are beginning to show some pride
in the advantages which opportunity offers to them. There are reasons
for believing that both will accept the union' which will admit them to
the statehood circle. Each, particularly Arizona, talked against union
while the question was pending in Congress, but now that Congress has
given its ultimatum of consolidation or nothing, the chances are that con
solidation will be accepted. Both territories were part of the same com
munity for many years. Consolidation will only restore the condition
which prevailed along to 18G3. A few years of existence as one state will
produce a feeling of unity which nobody in either end of the state will
ever seek to disturb. The Texan who would propose to accept Congress'
permission in the annexation act of 1845 to divide Texas into several states
would be driven over into Mexico by his indignant neighbors, or sent
up into Xew England. A like feeling of state pride will probably seize
the people of Arizona and Xew Mexico if they live together for a few
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"DESTROY THE WEEDS."
The Denver Republican in a recent issue calls upon the property
owners and residents of the Queen City of the Plains to "destroy the
weeds." The language is plain and timely and applies to Santa Fe with
stronger emphasis then it does to Denver. Nature has placed Santa Fe
in a location and has given it the chances to become the prettiest, most
attractive, healthiest and cleanest city on the great North American Continent. While nature has done all this, man and especially that part of
him called the city administration and some lazy, unclean property owners
and residents are doing considerable towards making Santa Fe the reverse. That this condition of affairs should cease and that at the earliest
moment is plain as the nose on a man's face and this necessity should be
heeded instantly. If the enabling act shall be approved by the peopleNof
the two territories on November 6th next, Santa Fe will be called upon
twelve months.
This
to entertain many visitors during the coming
The
must be done properly, with comfort and ease to all concerned.
first requisites for this are a clean, healthy and attractive town. Cutting
the weeds and cleaning the streets as well as improving the sidewalks and
crossing systems are proper improvements to be brought about. Should the
nabling act not be approved by the people, Santa Fe will have gained any
and will
way, because of the great advertising it has already secured
This will bring
receive during the progress of the statehood campaign.
many people here during the coming year, many others will come to the
Capital of Xew Mexico because it is now in the public eye and because of
the splendid advertising done for it especially by the Santa Fe Daily
Xew Mexican. The better impression these people shall receive when they
first reach this city the better for the material and other progress and
advancement of the town. Hence, as docs the Republican to the people
of Denver, says the New Mexican to the people of Santa Fe "destroy
the weeds; "clean your town;" "construct sidewalks and crossings.
A a
V.o n.l (vivid
mi1
c nr. v, 11 nA
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nit., ntmn
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publican is in point, the New Mexican takes pleasure in quoting it that
the people of the Capital may read and heed. The Republican says :
"The health department bus started upon a campaign for the de
struction of the weeds growing on vacant lots and other property. If
owners of property do not see to it that the weeds are destroyed the de
partment will cause arrests to be made. The delinquents will be compelled either to cut the weeds or pay a fine, for the health commissioner
is determined to get rid of this nuisance as effectually as possible.
"Public health is closely related to the growth of vegetation along
the sidewalks and on vacant lots, and since the people are so much interested in the matter, the law prohibiting this growth should be strictly
enforced.
"Considerations related to the appearance of the streets in this connection should not be ignored.
The weeds are a nuisance not alone because of their effect upon health, but also because they give the streets
along which they grow so unsightly an appearance. The beauty of the
city is marred by this rank vegetable growth along streets and walks and
covering numerous vacant lots.
"At the opening of the tourist season particularly, when thousands
of strangers may soon be expected, a special effort should be made to
abate this nuisance, To each property owner the expense of destroying
the weeds will not
and public spirit on the part of every one
should cause prompt action without waiting for the enforcement of the
law."
!
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MORE

PITY FOR OVERBURDENED NEW MEXICO.

Another instance showing the fearful tax burdens under which the
people of this Territory labor, that is, according to the Albuquerque Fakir
Journal and three or four yellow dog sheets which are in the pay of some
envious gangsters or political tax dodgers for no other purpose than to
besmirch reputations and to create strife: A new bank is now in course
of organization at Alamogordo, the pretty and prosperous county scat of
Otero County.
As the Xew Mexican has remarked heretofore, capitalists
rush into countries where taxation is extremely heavy and where corrupt
and dishonest oihcials rob the poor and downtrodden tax pavers and over
burdened property owners.
Everybody, his uncles and his aunts, his
nieces and his nephews, his grandfathers and his grandmothers, his parents.
his children, his cousins know perfectly well that capitalists and investors
are always rushing about looking for investments in countries where the
tax rate is ruinous and where tax collectors are always at work
robbing
tlie property owners and business men to sustain official cormorants and
office holding boodlers. The New Mexican will have occasion for another
editorial of this kind in a few days as a new bank in another new town
13 in the course of
organization.
RECREATIONS OF PRESIDENT

ROOSEVELT.

President Roosevelt is a tremendous literary worker. During the
past two months he has written two books. Despite constant political
activity, for no one will accuse him of neglecting his political duties, he
has written twelve books, and innumerable magazine articles, besides
managing to take long summer vacations and occasional long and short
distance trips. W hile campaigning in 1900, he read scores of French
novels and during his occupancy of the White House he has waded
through almost countless volumes. Only a few days ago, he announced
the discovery of two more books, which like "The Simple Life," he has
tound greatly worth while, the works of President Hyde of Bowdoin
College. The President like many others, has found that the duties of
holding a political office, even that of President of the United States.
are not at all incompatible with literary or newspaper work. In fact,
book making and newspaper writing, like book reading,are a real recreation
10 me cniei executive, as ttiese rests mm trom the cares of office.

Globe-Democr-

years.

"These are great days for the Southwest. Oklahoma and Indian Terristar on the national flag. Their
tory are about to write the forty-sixt- h
star beside
neighbors to the westward are likely to place the
states west of the Mississippi, as compared
it. There will be twenty-on- e
with the twenty-si- x
which are east of it. The population center, which
has been moving slowly in the past few years, will now get a quicker gait,
Into the new states will rush settlers and capital beyond any influx which
has been seen in recent times. The advantages of statehood are so great
that every territory seeks them. Xew Mexico, which then comprised Arizona also, began its statehood efforts in 1850, the year in which it was
erected into a territory. A statehood movement in Indian Territory
had been under way in one phase and another for a third of a century.
Oklahoma was scarcely erected into a territory in 1890 before she began
working for statehood, and the Oklahoma of those days was much smaller
in area than is the territory of that name today. It was noticed that
while the coifntry's population center moved westward only fourteen
miles from 1890 to 1900, it moved three miles to the south. This was
due to the increase in population in Texas, Oklahoma and Indian Terri
tory. In the second and third of those communities the expansion in the
next ten years will be far greater than it has been in any equal lengtrf of
time hitherto. Physically, as well as socially, the entire southwest will
be benefited by the new statehood legislation. Immigrants from the east
forty-seven- th

POWERFUL ADVOCATES.
The Albuquerque Citizen is greatly rejoiced over the fact that the
Daily New Mexican and the Las Vegas Optic have embraced the cause
of joint statehood and will advocate the adoption of an
enabling act for
the state of Arizona which will be submitted to the people November 6th
next. Commenting thereon the Citizen says :
"The Citizen welcomes into the statehood ranks two such powerful
forces as the Santa Fe New Mexican and the Las Vegas
These
Optic.
two papers were not in' favor of joint statehood so long as
they had any
hope of individual statehood.
They now see that it is joint statehood
or none at all for many years to come; and with the devotion to the
Southwest for which they always have been characterized, thev have
buckled on their armor and taken their places in the
very forefront of
tne Dattle.
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Cures' Eczema and
itching Piles.. Santa Fe K
pie Recommend it.
One application of Doan'a Ointment
stops any itching. Short treatment
cures eczema, itching piles, salt
rheum any skin eruption or skin
Itching. It Is the cheapest remedy to
use, because so little of. It Is required
to bring relief and a cure. Hero is
Santa Fe testimony to prove tt:
clerk, living
C M. Conklin,
on San Francisco Street, says: "There
came to my notice some time ago a
case of hemorrhoids, commonly called
piles. They were of the bleeding, protruding variety, and itched Intensely.
Doan's Ointment came to the notice of
the party afflicted and was procured
atlreland's Pharmacy and a course of
the treatment given. The first application soothed and a continuation of
its use for some time longer radically
disposed of that far too prevalent
plague."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Doan"s Ointment

GENERAL AGENTS

If your stocaoh troubles you do not
conclude there is no cure, for a jfreat
many hove been ptrmanely cured by
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab
lets. Get a free sample at. any drug
store and give them a trial. They also
cure constipation and biliousness.

Purely a Mutual
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Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
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Best Hotels in tne West

Sample Rooms for Commercial Trarelew.

LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Nighr. Press the Button we do the rest.

Coionado Hotel
The Best 50c Rooms in the Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Snrved Night and Day.
Regular Meals, 25c.
Serve? First Class Spanish Dinne.
Everything in Season.
222 San Francisco St.
South Side Flnza.

G.

LUPE HERRERA.' Proprietor.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

SAJJTA FE SAflITAK;iUF
Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES

THE

FOR

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

Diet and treatment iis approved by leading medical authorities.
sonal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital lor fever
and other patlnnts.
For further particulars address,

DR.

J. H.

SLOAN, Medical Director, SANTA

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

FE, N.

M.

Fresh Fruits In Season.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

TO CLOUDCROFT.
Summer Resort in Our Own Terri-

The Clarendon Garden

tory.
Commencing June 1st, good for return September 29th, 1906, the Santa
Fe Central Railway, in connection
with the E. P. & S. W. Railway will
sell round trip tickets at the low rate
of $14.65. For advertising matter de
scriptive of Oloudcroft, call on or ad
dress S. B. Grimaimw. General Pas
senger Agent.
If you know the value of Chamberlain's Salve you would never wish to
be without It. Here are some of the
diseases for which it is especially valuable: Sore nipples, chapped hands,
burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
sore eyes, itching piles, tetter, salt
rheum and eczema. Price 25 cen'.s
per box. For sale by all druggists.

tie

Cuiafae and Table Service Unexcelled

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
June 1st to 'September 301 h the
Santa Fo will sell tickets to Denver
and return at the rate of $22.50; Colorado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55.
Tickets on sale daily and are good for
return passage until October 31st,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

San Miguel Street, Near the. Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

0UD00W & KIOHTEHIE
Undertakers acd

Eabalmers

REAL

No woman's happi
nesscan be complete
without children; it
is her nature to love
and want them
as much so as it is
to love the beau- tiful ' and pure.
The New Mexican Printing Com
The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
pany lias on hand a large supply of
however, is so fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the writing tablets and scratch pads suitvery thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no able for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
that it is safely passed without any danger. This great and wonderful and cheaper If ordered in larger quantities. These tablets are made from
.
remedy is always ap- the odds and ends of the best paper
died externally, and f 1
I sf
I
obtainable, and you are getting double
has carried thousands
your money's worth when buying.
of women through the
GIVE US A CALL
AND, EXAMINE
trying crisis without suffering.
THEM.

y
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PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

THE VERY BEST REMEDY FOR
BOWEL TROUBLE.
Mr. M. F. Borroughs, an old and
well known resident of Bnffton, Ind.,
says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
very best remedy for bowel trouble. I
make this statement after having
used the remedy In my family for
several years. I am never without
it." This remedy is almost sure to
be needed before the summer is over.
Why not buy it, now and be prepared
for such an emergency? For snlo by
all druggists.

UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
There are many people who have
used Chamberlain's
Cholera
Colic,
and- Diarrhoea Remedy with
splendid
results, but who are unknown because they have hesitated about giving a testimonial of their experience
for publication. These people, however, are none the less friends of this
remedy. They have done much toward
making it a household word by their
personal recommendations to friends
and neighbors. It is a good medicine
to have In the home and is widely
known for its cures of diarrhoea and
all forms of bowel trouble. For sale
by all druggists.

PA.

Insurance Company.

Rational Surety Co., of flew York

LOW RATES TO SANTA

FE, N. M.,
Via the Santa Fe Railway.
From Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
at one fare for the round trip. Dates
of sale June 5, 12, I t. 19, 26; July 10.
19. 20, 21, 22, 27, 31August 7, 14.
21, 2:i, 24, 28; September 3, 18, 25. 27.
28, 29: October 2, 9, 16; limit 30 days
from date of sale. For particulars inquire of any agent. Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ,
Sanita Fe, N. M.

FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

OF PHILADELPHIA,

SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
Santa Fe to Denver, Colora.lo Springs

and Pueblo via the Denver & Rio
Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to
September 30, final limit October 31st
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo In
either direction. To Denver and re
turn $22.55. To Pueblo and return
$17.55. To Colorado Springs unrt re-turn $10.55.
V. II. M'BRIDTC, Agent.

GiPBHf

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PENN

Foster-Mllbur-

"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
The above is the title to a new song
that Is gaining in population every
The "Bon Ton" is the title of
day.
the best lunch counter and hotel In
Santa Fe, which is also gaining In
popularity. When you eat there once
you have a longing desire to continue
a customer. And the world still ernes
on. Are you glad?

The Brtdfleld Regulator Co., Atlanta, 6a.
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BERBERE

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtfdtow'i Office Building.

"The Citizen in another part of this column, reproduces
article irom trie uptic. xne JNew Mexican is equally pronounced.
utterance has no uncertain sound.

Send for free book containing Information of
prlcoleM ralue to all ezpactaut nwtbera.

19, 1906.

stops any Itching.

E8TATE BARGAINS.
You can get some bargains In the
real estate line right now by calling
on the reliable real estate dealers.
an able Hughes & Delgado. Office west, side
Its of Plaza.

sfi !f

JUNE

DT Ttlepotu 35.

MiVlcMta

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile
'
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

The short line between Santa F.,j
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
nd the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and malls at least 24 hours in
time In making these points; alio connecting at Torrance with the Hock Island system (or all points east and

rest"'

If you want anything on eartn
a New Mexloan"ad.''

try

LB.

J. W.

Leave Torrance tor Roswell dally at
at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mail, but under favorable conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachets carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present.
4 a. m., arrive

STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New Mexico,
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WEEKLY WEATHER BULLETIN

BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

THE

like this, and
than good inside City Propery,
There Is no surer or safer
w
small capital Is barred. Growing- new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to we smau
brother with larger means. This chance
v..,,..-,- ., jrtVMVt
Mflf
fortunate
---mui i m yivyvtuvu t wv r.f Mo mnn
vtvo um tuvuv nut au m Mtuysviuv

U. S. Weather
Bureau, New Mexico

Fst

OF SANTA

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS.
but it takes money to handle propositions
investment

i: Cllmatological Service

-

iu.

Section.

m..v. .n

.

The oldest banking Inatltutlon In New Maxloo. Established In 1170. 8 Local Office, United States Weather
S.
Bureau.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President
V
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President. ALFRED H. 8RODHEAD,
'
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
S
Aealatant Cashier.
Surplus ami Undivided Profit

Capital tUMM

ISoVOM.

Loans
Transacts a general banking bualnees In all Its branches.
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and
aecurlty. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buye and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes taleariDhlo transfers ofmonoy to all parte of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any v
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time - depoeite at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a eix month'- or year's term.
Liberal advances made on oonelgnmenta of live stock and products,
Ths bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
elms to extend to them ae liberal treatment In all respects, as Is con- sistsnt with safsty and the principles of sound banking. Safety De-so- poelt boxee for rent. The patronage of the public le reapeotfully
licited.
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
MKX1CO.

NKW

KOHWBIL,

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NBW MEXICO
Eatabllabed and Supported by the Territory.
SIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern And comall conveniences.
electric-lightehaths, water-workplete; itoam-heatflTUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 350 per session. Session Is
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL Is a noted health resin, 3,700 feet ahove
Sunshine everyday from September to June.
REGKNT8 Nathan fafta, W M Beed, W; M, Atkinson. W. A.

CnLe.

-

,
Flnlny and B. A. Cahoon
'
For particulars address

J,

COL.

W. WILLSON,

Supt.

0J0 CALIENTC I(0T SPRINGS.
tLiae waters lias been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
In the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kid
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing $2.60 per day; tU
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This reoort Is at
tractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers to Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m and
reach OJo Caliente at 4 m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to OJo Caliente, $7.40. For fu.ri.hei
particulars, address

These Celebiated Hot Springs are
located In the midst' of. the Ancient
miles west
J11B Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve miles from
Station on tlhe Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs,
fbe temperature of these waters la
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There la now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,(8124 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In the world. The efficacy of
e
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Caliente. Taos County, N. M.

exican Filigree

Clock Jewelry

JEWELRY

and Haiitl Painted Cnina.

Repair of Fine Watches aDd Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navahn Hugs and In
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plazi, Santa Fe, N. M.

P. F. HANLEY.

'For the week ending June IS, 1906.
The temperature of the week was
high, averaging from 3 to 6 degrees a
day above the normal, the maximum
at several southern stations approach
ing the highest temperature that has
been recorded In many years during
the month of June.
Threatening conditions prevailed on
several days, especially in the eastern
and northern
counties. Light but
widely scattered thunder showers occurred on the night of the 12th and
again on the afternoon and evening
of the 16th. Little or no relief from
the prevailing dryness, however, re
sulted and rain Is generally needed.
As a rule streams are still carrying a
good volume of water.. The per cent-agof sunshine was large and considerable wind obtained.
The following notes are from the
reports of correspondents :
Agricultural College A. & M. CollegeNo precipitation occurred. The
sunshine averaged fully 94 per cent.
The highest temperature was 106 degrees and the lowest was 53 degrees.
Albuquerque Unl. of New Mex.
The week was mostly clear and hot,
The highest temperature was 98 de
grees and the lowest was 60 degrees.
A shower on the 16th amounted to
0.02 inch precipitation.
Showers were
general up and down the valley of the
Rio Grande In the vicinity of Alba
querque.
John R. Milligan
Aragon
The
week has been very warm, with tem
peratures above 90 degrees, but con
ditions are favorable. Rain is needed.
Artesia Will Benson High winds
and dust storms prevailed throughout
me weeK. No precinltation occurred
The highest temperature was 99 degrees and the lowest was 54 degrees.
Aurora J. C. Lucero We have had
very ory weather all the spring and
rain is needed. A light stiower occurred on the 12th, with hall, but no
serious damage resulted.
Beenham Frank Miera No nrerin.
Itation has occurred, but conditions
seem favorable and the soil Is .still
moist, mere was considerable cloud
iness during the week.
Carlsbad
Raymond Depue
The
nrst part of the week was hot and
cloudy, but no precipitation occurred.
The latter part was dry and dusty with
no indications of rain.
The highest
temperature was 109 degrees and the
lowest was 60 degrees.
Casa Salazar I. Mora The week
has been very warm and windy. No
precipitation occurred and rain is
needed.
Chama Geo. Huth Mostly clear
skies have prevailed. The highest
temperature was 86 degrees and the
lowest was 32 degrees.
Cloudcroft
Jack Hollister
The
weather continues dry and sultry, with
a thunder shower threatened
every
evening, which, however, passes over
without precipitation.
The highest
temperature was 83 degrees and the
lowest 41 degrees.
Deming C. B. Bosworth The week
was dry and warm. The highest tem
perature was 104 degrees and the low
est was 63 degrees.
Durango, Colo. U. S. Weather Bu
reauThe temperature of the week
averaged 3 degrees a day above the
normal. The highest was 87 degrees
and the lowest 44 degrees. There was
no precipitation.
El Paso U. S. Weather BureauThe temperature of the week aver
aged 85 degrees, or 5 degrees a day
above the normal. Sunshine was continuous and no precipitation occurred,
The highest temperature was 102 de
grees and the lowest was 68 degrees.
Engle Wt J. May Clear and hot
weather prevailed
throughout the
week. The highest temperature was
94 degrees and the lowest was 60 degrees, while the sunshine averaged
fully 95 per cent.
Flora Vista G. H. Tonkinson It Is
very hot during the day, but nights
are cool. The Animas river Is still
high.
Fort Wlngate Capt, Edwd. P. Rockhill The highest temperature of the
week was 89 degrees and the lowest
was 44 degrees. No precipitation oc
curred.
Glen Mrs. Walter Wright A show-eon the 13th amounted to 0.22 Inch
The highest temperature of the week
was 102 degrees and the lowest was
48 degrees, while the sunshine aver
aged 92 per cent.
Hope N. L. Johnson The week has
been dry and very warm except on
one or two days when clouds came
up. Water continues plentiful In the
Penasco river but rain Is needed.
Laguna Gus Weiss It has been exceptionally warm during the week,
averaging 10 to 12 degrees a day warm
er than the corresponding week last
year. Rain Is badly needed. The
highest temperature was 98 degrees
and the lowest was 45 degrees.
Lake Valley Wm. P. Keil We
have had a continuation of dry hot
winds, and the thermometer rising as
high as 104 degrees.. Reports state
that rain occurred about ten miles
west of the station and theweek
ciosea wun indications ior ram nere.
Las Vegas Wm. Curtiss BaileyOn the night of the 12th an electrical
storm occurred accompanied with hall
and rain, amounting to 0.62 Inch. The
temperature of the week averaged 70
degrees. The highest temperature was
95 degrees and the lowest was 46 degrees. Sunshine averaged about 89
per cent.
Los Lunas Chas. F. Jones It con
tinues hot and dry and rain is badly
needed. The Rio Grande Is somewhat
lower.
Manuelito W. A. L. Tarr-rT- he
nights continue very cool, but days are
warm and calm. Rain is needed.
Nara
Belknap The
week was dry and warm, but we had
more cloudy weather without rain than
Is usually known In this section. 'The
highest temperature was 93 degrees
and the lowest was ee degrees.
wa.rm
OJo Caliente A. Josephr-Th- e.
i
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DEALER

IN-F-

INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
Crow, McBrayer
OUR SPECIALTIBS-O- id
Gnckmhelmer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Tordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

STREET, SANTA

SAN FRANCISCO

FE

EL PASO,

California, fjexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas Gty, St. Louis, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
Wide Vestlbuled, Electric Lighted Train
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
A

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
Thro' Train Daily.
other information regarding any
and
schedules
Folders, rates,
AI90 Another Fast

Visa-WM- ard

trip cheerfully furnished on application to

J.

A.

V. R. STILES,

HILDEBEANT,

Agent,
Tortwce, N. M.

j

General Passenger Agent,
.

El Paso, Tex
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THE GATEWAY

In quanUty at a depth of 35
Which has all the things necessary for the building of a good, substantial town, including water of good quality, abundant
In Its Infancy; as fine an au
with
Southwest
In
agriculture
the
feet below the surface, located In and tributary to the finest section of grazing country
& S. F. Short Line to the
around climate as there is In the world, with a pushing, energetic class of citizens and two railroads, one the new A., T.
la owned by
Pacific. Wlliard has made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now. The townslt

Willatd Town and Improvement Company.

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
JOHN BECKER, Pro. and Gen. Mgr.
C. BECKER, Treasurer.
LOUIS
Mexico.
New
Estancla,
W.
on
or address JOHN
Call
CORBETT, Agent,
WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.
Mr. Corbett.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at WUlard, has charge of the sale ol lota In the absence of

weather and dryness continue and
while streams are full of water rain
is badly needed. The highest temper
ature was 88 degrees and the lowest
was 60 degrees.
F. M. Holmsley
The
Orange
weather continues quite warm, but
with pleasant nights. A heavy rain oc
curred one mile south of us but "none
fell at the station. The highest temperature was 106 degrees and the lowest was 49 degrees, while the sunshine
averaged fully 83 per cent.
Pueblo, Colo. U. S. Weather Bu
reau Thunderstorms occurred on the.
11th, 12th, 14th, 16th and 17th, amount-ing to 0.57 Inch. High westerly winds
prevailed on the 12th and 17th. The
highest temperature ot the season occurred during the week, the maximum
being 95 degrees. The lowest temperature was 51 degrees. Considerable
cloudiness occurred.
Redrock Louis Champie Hot days
and cool nights continue, with no sign
of rain. The Gila river is holding out
well but rain is needed. The thermometer ranges about 105 degrees each day.
Rincon W. A. Foote No precipita- tion occurred during the week although
a little cloudiness prevailed.
The
highest temperature was 103 degrees
and the lowest was 54 degrees.
Rosedale W. H. Martin Traces of
precipitation occurred on the 12th and
13th.
The temperature of the week
averaged 74 degrees. The highest was
94 degrees and the lowest 55 degrees.
Roswell U. S. Weather Bureau We
have had a dry, hot week and rain' is
needed. The highest temperature was
101 degrees and the lowest was 57 degrees, while the sunshine averaged
only 60 per cent.
Santa Fe U. S. Weather Bureau
The temperature of the week averaged
69 degrees, or 3 degrees a day above
the normal. The highest reading was
86 degrees and the lowest was 43 degrees. A trace of precipitation occurred.
Sapello M. A. D. Rivera The week
began with threatening weather and a
shower occurred on the 12th, also a
little rain on the 13th.
CHARLES E. LINNEY.
Section Director.
1

A man who is In perfect health, so
he can do an honest day's work when

necessary, has much for which he
should be thankful. Mr. L. C. Rodgers,
of Blanchton, Pa., writes that he was
not only unable to work, but he
couldn't stoop over to tie his own
shoes. Six bottles of Foley's Kidney
Cure made a new man of him. He
says, "Success to Foley's Kidney
Cure." Ireland's Pharmacy.
The country looks so .pretty these
days that It is possible for an admirer
of nature to drive five miles and fall
to hear a word his companion Is saying to him, if she happens to be hts
wife.

If you will make inquiry it will be
a revelation to you how many succumb to kidney or bladder troubles in
one form or another. If the patient
is not beyond medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will cure, It never disappoints. Ireland's Pharmacy.
Every man thinks he is In advance
the times in which lie lives. As a
matter of fact 'most of us are behind
the times; there are thousands of new
and Important things of which we do
not take advantage.

jf

Cured Hemorrnages of the Lungs
"Several years since my lungs were
so badly effected that I had many hemorrhages," writes A. M. Ake, of Wood,
Ind. "I took treatment with several
physicians without any benefit. I thr.i,
started to take Foley's Honey and tar,
and my lungs are now as sound as a
bullet. I recommend it in advance
stages of lung trouble." Foley's Honey
and Tar stops the cough and heals the
lungs, and prevents serious results
s
from a cold. Refuse substitutes.
Pharmacy.

WANTS

FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
Machinery complete, Including boiler and engine for 30 barrel roller flout
by local application, as they cannot reach mill. Address, Martin Lohman, Laa
ear.
01
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New Mexico.

California.
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
"Commencing May 1st and until September 30th the Santa Fe will sell tickets on each Tue3day, Thursday and
Saturday to Lps Angeles and San Diego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
for the round trip. Return limit of
ticket November 30th, 1906. Stopover
allowed In California. For particulars
call on agents of the Santa Fe.
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent,

Santa

Fe, N. M.

A Lesson In Health
Healthy kidneys filter the Impurities from the blood, and unless they
do this, good health Is impossible.
kidFoley's Kidney Cure makes sound
forms
all
cure
will
and
positively
neys
disease. It
of kidney and bladder
strengthens the whole system. Ireland's Pharmacy.

SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to
points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wyoming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
1st to 10th, good for return passage
until October 31st.
On these excursions, rates to Chicago for round trip will be $48.35. St.
Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Memphis, Tenn., $46,50. For further Information, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener
al passenger agent
WILL CURE CONSUMPTION
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes:
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. I know that It has cured co
sumption in the first stages." You
never heard of any one using Foley's
Honey and Tar and not being satisfied.
Ireland's Pharmacy.
CITY

OF MEXICO VIA SANTA
$43.65.

FE,

r

One fare for the round trip, dates
of sale April 25th to May 5th,

return

limit July 31st
.
Also on June 25th to July 7th, return limit September 15th. Also September 3d to 14th Inclusive, return
limit October 31st Liberal stop overs
allowed.
Just like Santa Fe all the way.
Call on any agent tor Information.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
L.

The New Mexican bindery is turning out some of the most artistic
binding in the Southwest. It Is the
most completely equipped bindery in
the Rocky Mountain states south of
Denver.

HOTEL

Palace.
Joseph De Witt Warner, Washington, D. C; J. W. Egan, Quincy, Illinois; Dr. T. M. Michaels, Torrance;
E. Heringa, Fort Collins, Colorado; A.
L. White, Kansas City; A. N. Cubing,
Denver; Mr. and Mrs. Wlllllam Grsgg,
R. J. Nesbett, Estancla; H. N. Owen
and wife, Minneapolis, Minnesota; D.
J. Herron, Las Vegas; R. B. Pegram,
Kansas City.
Claire.
E. C. Lawrence, Denver; W. E. Johnson, Bull Frog, Nevada; George A.
Flannigan, Denver; Mrs. L. E. DickPROFESSIONAL CARDS
son and son, Estancla; J. B. RIshel,
Hutchinson, Kansas; M. Monroe, Pueblo; J. G. Whltaker, New York; Wm.
ATTORN
Maher, Illinois.
Normandle.
MAX. FROST.
E. B. McArthur,
Denver; D. H.
at law.
Attorney
Wolt
Canada; Santa Fe
Island,
Hinckley,
New Mexico.
Charles Brown, Raton; J. W. Salmon,
Joe
Ei
P.
A.
Paso;
Connell,
Capltan;
RICHARD H. HANNA.
S. Gorman, Toledo; Ramon Rodriguez,
Attorneys at Law.
Tomas Dreyfus, Jemez Springs; John
Phone 66.
Office, Griffin Blk.
Copra, Dulce; D. L. Rogers, Waco,
Texas.
& W. PRICHARD,
Coronado.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Jack Harris, El Rito; M. C. de Baca,
Practices In all the District Courts
Conant; Roman Tenorlo, Galisteo.
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
By the time a woman is past fifty
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
years of age even flowers have lost
their romance for her. She has arBENJAMIN M. READ,
ranged them on coffins so often that
Attorney at law.
their fragrance only brings sad recol
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
lections.
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Ave.
New Mexican advertising pays.
CHAS. A. LAW,
Attorney-at-Law-

TJ.

Si

.

a Specialty.
New Mexico.

S. Land Office Practice,

Clayton,

N. 3. Rose.
George Spence.
8PENCE A ROSE.
Attorneys.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
LOCAL Tllvifc. TABLE.
Specialities, Notary In Office.
Arrive.
New Mexico.
No. 721
12:01 p. m. Estancla.
No. 723
6:15 p.m.
No. 725
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
9:40 p.m.
Attorney at law.
Depart.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
No. 720
9:00 a. m.
No. 722
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
4:20 p. m.
No. 724
7:30 p. m. Otero, Grant Luna and Sierra Couo-tle,
Third Judicial District
No. 722 connects wl h No. 1 west
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
No. 1 stops at all stations.
A. W. POLLARD,
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
Attorney at law.
to Albuquerque to discharge passenDistrict Attorney, Luna County.
gers from Santa Fe.
New Mexico.
Doming
H. S. LUTZ, Agent
C. Wade.
City Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east J. H. Boaham.
BONHAM & WADE,
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Attorneys at Liv.
Practice In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Courts and before the U. 8.
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906. Probate'
Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
South Bound
North Bound Officer.
Las Cruces, N. M.

a

Santa Fe Central Rail'y

No

Stations.

1

T.20 p
1

2.00

!

25
2 60

8 tO
4.10
4 85

6.06

FOR WOOD, HAY. ETC.
PROPOSALS
New Mexico. June 18. 19 4
Sealed proposals plainly marked on the outside of the envelope, "Proposals for Wood
Hay. Bto " and addressed to the undersigned
at santa re, new Mexico, wll' be received at
the Indl n School u til 2 o'clock p. m. ot
July II 1906. for furnishinirand del verlngat
the school as required duringr the fiscal year
ending June 0, 1907, about 101 cords of wood,
96 tnns of hay, f ',( 0 lbs. of potatoes, and 00
lbs. of ground chile, as per specifications
obtainable at the school, bidders will st-tclearly in their bids the pri-- e of e oh article
to be offered under contract. All 'siippliis
so offered will be rigidly Inspected . The
d to reject any or all bids, or
right is
for the best
any part of any bid, if
interests of the Service Each bid must be
accompanied by a certified check or draft
upon some United Mates drposi'orv or solvent national bank, made payable to the order of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
for at least II per cent of the amount of the
proposal, which check or draft shall be forfeited to the United t tes in case any bidder
recei ing an award shall fail to exeeu'e
promptly a satisfactory cor, tract in accordance with his bid ; o'herwlse to be returned
to the bidder For further Information apply
to Clinton J. Crandall, Superintendent.

WHAT WE WILL DO.
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on us at our salon
At morn or eve or busy noon.
We'll curl and dress the hair with
grace, .
We'll suit the contour of your face.
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
Our shop Is neat and towels are clean.
And everything we think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
O. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block.
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
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E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at law.
Practices In the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.

A. B. RENEHAN,
Practices in the Supreme and DisConnecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with trict Courts; Minn lng and Land Law
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for a
Sena Blag.,
Specialty. Rooms
all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho.
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
Montana, Washington, and the Great
Northwest.
CHA8. F. EA8LEY,
Connecting at Torrance for all
(Late Surveyor General)
points east and west with Golden State
Attorney at law.
Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. PullNew Mexico.
Santa Fe
man berths reserved by wire.
For rates and information address Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
'

S. B. GRIMSHAW,

General Passenger Agent Santa Fe.
To and From Roswell.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for
at 4 a. m. and arrlveslat Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare between Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
J. W. STOCKARD,
wire.
Manager Automobile Line.

EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96, Roswell, New Mexico.
Office over Citizen's National Bank.

Res-we-

CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico,
thence via the famous Ward Steamship Line to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to El
Paso. The entire trip, covering thousands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and its
D. &. R. G. SYSTEM
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the UniSanta Fe Branch.
ted States, can be made for $122.50. A
Effective December 10th, 1905.
more delightful trip can not be
r
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FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second JudloU1

District
Practices In the District Court an
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United State Supreme

1

Court In Washington.
Albuquerque. New Mexico.
08TEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEEION,
-

Osteopath.

No. 103 Palace Ave.

Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
m
Phone 156.
Hours:
p. m.
5

MINING ENGINEERS.

Q1

O

Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
8chool of Mines.
Trains stop at Embudo for o iner Socorro,
New Mexico.
where good meals are served.
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
CORBET A SMYTH,
intermediate
points via the standCivil, Mining and Hydraulic
ard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
Engineers.
entire trip in daylight and passing Assaying and General Contracting.
Santa Fe, N. M.
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE East side Plaza
also for all points on Creeds branch.
S. K. HOOPER,
HIRAM T. BROWN,
G. P. A., Denver, Colo. CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
U. S. Mineral Surveyor
We print the latest and best news
The New Mexican.
New Mexico.
7:80s. .406.. .Ar., .OenT.r

ANNUAL

MEETING.

Benevolent and Protective Order of
Elks, Denver, Colorado,
July
18-2-

For the above occasion, the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to Denver and return at the rate of one fare $16.90, for
the round trip. Dates of sale July
13th, 14th and 15th. Good for return
You can secure any form of legal passage until August 20th. Low rates
blank at the Now . Mexican printing from all points on the Santa Fa t
H. S, LTJTZ- Agejat
Denver.
CgmptnfaV.QVej,
-

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

A

Lv..

p

lautar,

PAGE
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TfinTiinrn nu

Special
EDLIC
i 2 WEEKS

1

1

0n

--

Tailor-Mad- e

SUITS
Which of Great Inter
est to the Public.
is

SUIT FOR $15.50

$17.50

$201

22.50

$24.00
$27.00
$30.00

$35.00

This is the biggest

opportunity you
ever had. Come
at once and have
your measure tak- en before the rush
We sell
begins.
every suit with a
BACK

IF YOU WANT IT IS THE WAY IT GOES HEREI

HMMi

I

WINTER GROCERY CO.

1856.

Incorporated

Strawberries

r,

Why?;

carry the largest stock
e have the most varied

assortment
show the latest styles

We sell at lowest prices
We maintain the quality
We lead,

others follow

It will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtains In fact everything
In our line and we earnestly request
you to Shop with us.

For Half

a

Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the City of Santa Fe

P. 0. Box, 219.

Phone, No. 86.

Colorado
STRAWBERRIES

I

!

ZA.

be lowest from June 16th to June 20th.

h S. PUNE

y,

Phone 26.

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

-

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

a quantity of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out in the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret.
You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments. Call in and see
our goods.

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

1

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and

D.

Potatoes. Stationeiy.

1

Patent Medicine and Grocers ' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS,

F,

N M

.

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated "Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies
and the name "Victor" is a sure guarantee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
in stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone 14

Does your face
took fresh,

KERR'S
Tonsorial
Parlors

I

Surety Bonds. Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.
GRIFFIN

Fttfnitttfe Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
We are as far in
LEAD

CLOCSOHJ

I

the

as
TEDDY
in
' UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.
Charles Wagner, Licenced Embalmer,

1

II

representing the
PEOPLE

pew pieiico Employment Bureau If
AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES

ess

M
rib?

BLOCK, SANTA FE, N. M.

CHARLES WAGNER

LIVERY STABLE,

,

Fe,

General Insurance Agents

T) A TENTS

worts

Santa

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

....

Proprietor

8t,

rye

-

SANTA

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francisco

SODA WATER

INCORPORATED

PRICES.

CUT
We have

Want to Know

ITS

Phone 26

CUT PRICES!

The Reigning

If

KNEIPP WALT COFFEE

Plaa,

!

Will only last five or six days more. Let
us have your order for a crate or more
for canning and preserving. Prices will

n

Agents for

S. E. Comer

1903- -

Our Goods Have the Call this Summer

n

i

-

Wholesale and Retail
Dy Goods.

y

CANON CITY
!

Established

Main--

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

3

SeligmanBros. Co-

WM,

J

Nathan Salmon
249-251-25-

'

1906.

19,

Keolv-tit-

guarantee.
MONEY

partment of Agriculture. Mr. Heringa
expects to spend several weeks in various sections of the Territory to do
similar work.
Sirnerlntendont Clinton J. Crandall
of the TJ. S. Indian Training School,
left this morning for Monte Vista,
Colorado, on official business. His pur
pose is to purchase a team or two of
horses for the use of the Indian Train
ing School here. He expects to re
turn Wednesday or Thursday.
Assistant U. S, Attorney E, L. Med-leof Albuquerque, has returned
o
the Duke City from a visit to St. Paul,
Minnesota, where he attended the U.
S. Circuit
Court representing
the
United States In the matter of tho up-- ,
iieal of M. F. Sena of this city from tin;
dechion of the Supremo Court of the
Territory of New Mexico In his case.
E. H. Blckford, superintendent
of
the Rio MImbres Irrigation Company
and of the Lake Valley Mines, with
headquarters at Lake Valley, who has
been in tho city in return from a visit
to Chicago and Washington, has gone
to his southern station.
He expects
to remain there several weeks to arrange matters so as to leave for Chicago for a lengthy visit.
R, C. Gortner left yesterday
for
Tlerra Amarilla, to be present during
the hearing of the case of Refugio
Martinez vs. The Burns Biggs Lumber
Company, suit in ejectment, in which
title to a portion of the Tlerra Ama
rilla land grant Is Involved. Martinez
claims actual and prior possession
A. B. Renehan Is attorney for the complainant and Mr. Gortner attorney for
the defendant.

Charles Brown, a miner from Raton,
was irTtown today, a'gue&t at the Nor- man'dte.
M." Monroe, a Pueblo knight of the
looked after business In toe Cap
grip,
Suffered Tremendous Itching Over ital
City today.
Whole Body -S- cratched Until
Mrs. Maud McDonald,' of Mora, is
Bled
Worse at Night, With to the city, the guest of Her Bister,
Mrs. C. P. McKay.
Soreness and Excruciating Pains
J. C. Wbitaker, a drummer from New
A Western Lady's
York, was In town today and called
on local merchants.
O. M. Rosenberg, a commercial man
WONDERFUL CURE BY
from Baltimore, Maryland, spent today
CUTICURA REMEDIES In Santa Fe on business.
J. W. Salmon, a fanner from near
Oaipitan, was In Santa Fe today attendsuffered
I
time
this
at
"Last year
to .business matters.
with a tremendous itching on my ing
unWm.
and
worse
which
worse,
Gregg and wife and R. J. Nes- buck,
grew
til it spread over the whole body, and bett,' of Estancla, spent today In the
only my faco and hands were free.
city, guests at the Palace.
For four months or so I suffered the
J. W. Egan, representing a whole
1
torments of the damned, and had to
firm was in
scratch, scratch, scratch, until I bled. sale stove and hardware
At night when I went to bed things town today calling on the trade.
got. worse, and I had at times to get
Mrs. Ramona L. de Baca of San Ma
until
up and scratch my body all over,until
is in Santa Fe on a visit with
teo,
I
could
and
as
be,
I was as sore
Alderman. R. L. Baca.
her
son,
did
iiot
I
suffered excruciating pains.
H. N. Owen and wife, tourists from
know what it was, and resorted to a
number of blood purifiers, using at Minneapolis, Minnesota, spent today In
times also Cuticura Soap. They told Santa Fe en route to the coast.
me then that I was suffering from
E. C. Lawrenre, representing a Den
eczema. Then I mado up my mind
that I would also use Cuticura Oint- ver drug Arm, was In Santa Fe today
ment and Cuticura Resolvent. I used and attended to commercial business.
them according to instructions, and very
R. B. Pegram, representing a Kan
I sas
soon indeed 1 was greatly relieved.
City bakery, was in town today
I
am
continued until well, and now
on
one
of his periodical business trips.
Remready to recommend thnCuticura
A. N. Cutting, representing a Denver
edies to any one who suffers as did your
BIG RANCH DEAL.
obedient servant. Mrs. .Mary Metzger, agricultural Implement firm, was in the
Sweetwater, Okla., June 28, 1905."
city today and Interviewed local dealFamous Lone Mountain Cattle Outfit,
ers.
Grant County, Acquired By the
Ramon Rodriguez and Tomas Drey
T
Holson Cattle Company.
fus, farmers from Jemez Hot Springs,
and
were
in
trarchased
the
city today
Humors, Eczemas, and Itchings
The well known Lone Mountain Catsupplies.
Cured by Cuticura
brand of cattle
tle Ranch and
Roman Tenorio, of Calisteo, spent in Grant Courlty, were sold last week
The agonizing itching and burning
on
business.
in
Fe
Santa
the
in
the
frightful
of the skin, as
eczema;
day
by T.'W. Holson, one of the pioneer
scaling, us in psoriasis; the loss of hair While in town he was a guest at the cattlemen of Grant County, to the Holsculled
in
as
of
and crusting
scalp,
Coronado.
son Cattle Company. The new ownhead all demand a remedy of almost
Dr. T. M. Michaels, surgeon of the ers, who by the purchase become one
to
virtues
successfully
superhuman
El Paso and Southwestern Railroad, of the largest cattle outfits in south- cope with them. That Cuticura Soap,
at the Palace
estern New Mexico, will build a com
Ointment, and Pills are such stands at Torrance, registered
yesterday.
modious ranch house at Ixme Moxin-taiproven beyond all doubt.
CiitSrnra Ssn. Sic. Olnt- onM tl..n..fft.n,il th
Holson, who has been in the
Cuati-Mle. (in form of
George A. Flawnigan, representing a
nipnl, Wc,
iuy Of out. oi an urunin.i.
i'i", MC. !r vial of
magazine arrived in t)he city cattle business for thirty years, will
unero.
literary
i;urp., Mill
limit rl ultra ruren. I'ulltT llrug aim
from Denver last night and registered retire from active business and will re
Prop.., Huston, Mass.
Bjr"
neti, How to Cure Bab? Humeri."
side with his wife at Silver City.
at the Claire.
Joseph G. Gorman, a health soeker
from Toledo, Ohio, arrived in the U. 9. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico.
city yesterday and will remain here
for some weeks.
Fair tonleht and Wednesdav, except
S B. Grimshaw, assistant
to the showers and cooler in east portion Wed
general manager of the Santa Fj Cen- nesday.
How Many
yesterday the thermometer registered
tral Railway, Is again at Morli-tas followa:
looking after railroad affairs.
Maximum temperature TO degrees at
30 p. m.
E. B. McArihur, a tourist from Den
Minimum temperature 43 degrees at
ver, stopped In Santa Fe last night,
15 a. m.
en route home after having spent sevThe mean temperature for the 21
eral months In California.
hours was 60 degrees.
Charles E. Doll, who was a visitor in
Mean relative humidity 36 per cent.
town the past few days, left for Las
Lowest temperature during last night
49
Vegas this forenoon on a business
degrees.
trip as he travels for a Denver house. Temperature at 6:00 a. m, toflav, 61
Mrs. Maud Tipton, of Watrous, ar degrees.
rived in the city last evening, to at
BON TON.
tend the commencement exercises at
the IiOretto Academy tomorrow night Best meals for 25 cents
Style
John Copra, a tapper and hunter On this, or any other earth.
The Outing collar, introduced
from Dulce, arrived in the city last Neatest kind of service,
first by us last Spring, was univtr-ialTnight and left today for the Pecos Try them Just once,
adopted by well dressed nun
where he will spend several weeks Others have tried them,
and altho' copied under many
Now they'll have no substitute.
camping.
brands, none possess its distinctive
Yes, yes, Others have tried them,
Mrs. W. H. Greer has gone to the
style and perfect fit. Be sure to get
the Corliss-CooOuting, a collar
home ranch of the Vlctorio Land and the famous Bon Ton 25 cent meals.
you'll enjoy wearing.
Cattle Company at Apache, Tahoe, That is the reason that they'll have
near Silver City, where sine will re no substitute.
You
main several weeks.
about wearing qualities, mark ynnr
A DYSPEPTIC.S HORROR.
collars each time they go to the
Mrs. Mary Lodge of Coyote, Mora
Corliss-Coolaundry. You will find that
County, who has a daughter In the Is solid food. In nine cases out of ten,
collars outwear ethers.
Loretto Academy, arrived last night however, if the man with a weak stomAnd here's why
to
witness the closing exercises of ach would take a glass or two of Dr,
They are always full
Laurltzen's Health Table Malt with
that institution.
strength with heavy interlining cut
from each meal, he would soon find that he
homeseeker
D. L. Rogers,
away at the end of the folding line
could eat anything. It's the best tonic
so they will fold more times without
Waco, Texas, arrived In the city from In the wcrld for a weak stomach.
breaking. Regular and y uai ter Sizes.
trans
and
Estancla yesterday,
today
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
For Sale at
acted business at the local United
PhoDe 26.
States land office.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 38
SAHT4
William Maher, a health seeker from
Illinois, arrived in the city yesterday SANTA FE EXCURSION
HABERDASHERY
and registered at the Claire. If sat
RATES EAST
isfied with the climate, he will re
Summer rates have been made by
EDWARD EHLE, Manager.
main here Indefinitely.
the Santa Fe to points In the states of
Joseph De Witt Warner, Inspector Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
In the forest service of the Department Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota,
of Agriculture, arrived In the city yes South Dakota, Memphis, Tenn., Wis
! terday and registered at the Palace. consin and Wyoming.
He came on official business.
These rates are a little more than
Mrs. L. E. Dickinson and son, of Es- one fare for the round trip. The
'
You
Desire.
Flavor
Any
tancla, arrived in the city yesterday round trip rate to Chicago being $18.35,
We will deliver Soda Water In any and
registered at the Claire. They Kansas City $35.85, St. Louis $43.35,
quantity to any part of the city.
left this morning over the Denver & Memphis $45.50. Dates of Bile, June
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
1st and 2d, June 9th to 16th, July 1st
Rio Grande Railroad for Alamosa.
Telephone No. 38.
W. E. Johnson, a miner from Bull to 10, good for return passage until
October 31st for particulars call on
Frog, Nevada, passed through Santa
Fe today en route to OJo Callente agents of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LTJTZ,
THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP Hot Springs, where he expects to spend
Santa
Fe, N. M.
Agent,
of
time
for
some
his
health
the
benefit
WILLIAM E PARSC-JS- ,
Prop.
wool
Boston
dealer,
Julius
Eiseman,
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa
formerly a resident of Albuquerque, Is
Two Porcelain Bath Tuts.
in the Duke City looking Into the
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three Firatwool market Mr. Eiseman generally
Class Barkers.
heavily .of New Mexico
East Side of Plaza. South of Posts purchases
wo'-lsOffice.
Telegraph
General Manager W. S. Hopewell
of the New Mexico Fuel and Iron
ordoesitlooksaI.
Company, spent yesterday In Santa Fe low, faded and worn ? If your complexon business, returning to Alhuquonide ion isn't smooth and
transparent as you
last. iiglit. He will be here again to would like
it to be, use HAGAN'S MAGme now to look after companv affairs,
:
NOLIA BALM.
No woman need look
Rev. Father Gilbert of Denver, Colo- old and worn who will use this
delightThe only firsfclass in city.
rado, arrived In Santa Fe last week ful liquid beau tifier. Harmless,
instantly
and is a guest at the Sanitarium. He
Second to none in Territory.
and impossible to detect.
is conducting the annual retreat of applied
Four first class artists ': : : the
Sisters of Loretto and the Sisters
11.50
Electrical Baths
of Charity.
.25
Other Baths'
Mrs. Dye, mother of Rev. Walter R.
Parlors Located West Side Plazt Dye, rector of the Ohuroh of the Holy
!
Faith In this city, and her daughter
W. H. KERR,
Miss Mary E. Dye, arrived In Santa
ideas perfected, and
Fe last week from their home at Way
wlll
and
the
nesboro, Indiana,
spend
models made from
summer here, guests of Rev. and Mrs
explanations. Machine, gun
Dye.
and bicycle repairing. Also
D. H. Hinckley, of Wolf Island,
father of S. R. Hinckley, former new and second hand bicyly of this city, but who recently died
Fin Rig, Reliable Hart; tlrtflf at San Diego, California, passed cles for sale and guaranteed.
through Santa Fe today en route to
lugglM, Surrey, Hack.
San Diego. While here Mr. Hinckley Santa Fe
No.
Call up 'Phon
when In nM looked after property Interests owned
256 San Francisco Street 256.by his son's estate.
of Anythnlg In th
Llvry Lin.
Edward Herlnfa, a student at the
Furnished..
Driver
Raonhl
BOUGHT to any
Agricultural College at Fort Collins,
Rat.
Colorado, arrived in the city last evon
parts in the Coun
try: send ticket
ing from the northwestern part of the
In and get cash for It; tran
Territory, where he has made tnvesti-tionCXX&D.
of the agricultural ' develop sactions guaranteed; association office.
ROSEN FIELD, 118 R, R. Ave.. Albu
ments of San Juan County under
special commission from the U. S. De.- - querque, N- - M.

ITCHING ECZEMA

tV7

I

PERSONAL MENTiONj

JUNE

TUESDAY,

Business of

Non-Residen-

ts

PAID.

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room Hotise.
--

Lot.

Good Location.

Large
Plenty of

Fruit Trees.
103

Palc Avmih.

Phon

No. 1SI.

TUESDAY,

JUNE

19, 1906.
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MINOR CITY TOPICS

FOUND DEAD
UNDER JUNIPER

fjfty Yeara tho Standard

Gruesome Find Made Near Fierro
Sliver City Hunter a Few
Dayi Ago.

sheet
Options,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,

OUR LEADER

sheet

By

sheet.
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet
sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
The remains of H. B, Philpot, who Release of Deed of
sheet.
!
Trust,
had been missing from the ranch of Homestead
j
Affidavit,
sheet
fnn Perry, Grant County, were found Homestead
sheet.
Application,
a few days ago under a juniper tree
Affidavit,
on the north side of Hanover MounHomestead Proof, full sheet
one
mile from Fierro. The No. 1
tain, about
sheet
Homestead,
body was in an advanced state of de- Desert
Train No. 1 from the east on the
Land Entry,
sheet.
composition. The discovery was made Affidavit
Santa Fe was delayed two hours last
Required of Claimant
of
who
Silver
by
Olive,
two
Henry
City,
of
east
Lamy by
evening just
sheet
was out hunting. Philpot came to
broken rails. The train from the
Affidavit,
sheet,
Grant
about
County
eight years ago
south and the east, due this noon,
sheet.
and was a sufferer from epilepsy. The Township Plats,
was almost two hours late.
sheet
deceased has brothers In Texas, who Sheep Contract,
The walls of the sanitarium being
sheet
are very wealthy, his father having left Agreement,
erected by Dr. J. M. Diaz, at the corner
them an estate of 300,000 acres of Application for License, Retail Liquor
of Don Gaspar Avenue and Water
sheet
Dealers,
land besides other property.
Street, are now up to the second story.
Application for License, Games an
We have been notified by the manufacturers that our wagons would be
comto
The building is being pushed
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
forwarded on or about the 15th Inst., and we expect to place them on sale
NEW BANK FOR
pletion as rapidly as possible.
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
this present week, if you are in the market for a wagon, buy the beat
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Benito Chaves and Raymunido
ALAMOGOROD
the "Old Hickory" at less price tea n you can buy any other standard
on
the charge
sheet
who were arrested
make. Investigate for yourself.
of killing Rufus Tucker by kicking
sheet.
It is to Be Known as the Citizens' Execution,
him to death have been released on
sheet.
Summons,
Uur
National Bank and Is Capitaleach. The preliminary
$500 bonds
sheet.
Subpoe-- a
ized at $30,000.
until
June
continued
been
has
sheet.
hearing
Last week final steps were taken at Capias Complaint,
we have added a fine line of Framed
sheet.
25th.,
Alamogordo for the organization of the Search Warrant
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Stock
are
to
Blanks.
from
the
Espanola
Reports
Citizens' National Bank to be capital
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
effect that the Rio Grande rose two
ized at $30,000. The following dlrec Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
of TJUrnan & Co., New York.
These
Recorded Brand,
Inches last night and Is still rising.
sheet; in Books
tors were elected: Perry Kearney and
'oods are attractive and offered at a
25 Blanks, 4ftc per Book.
The cause Is said to be the melting of
H. M. Denny, of Cloudcroft;
James
low price to introduce them. It costs
the snow In the mountains of Colorado.
Hunter, of Mayhlll; Alfred Hunter, Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Venyou nothing to look at them and be
It is feared that considerable damage
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
of La Luz; Jacob Snover, of Cloud
your own 1udge.
will be done by tho floods.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet
Charles Mitchell, H. P.
of 10 minutes would allow
ex- croft;
of Perfecto Esqulbel,
M. Lee and J. L. Lawson, Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Oliver
The city marshal and policemen from Santa Fe to make passengers
Window
Shades and Fixtures
connection treasurer and collector, died on the
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
of Alamogordo. Alfred Hunter will be
have been seen walking about the city with No.
east.
The 12th Instant, of a complication of dis8,
going
Lawn Furniture
t
sheet.
Jacob Snover,
Brand,
armed with shotguns, looking for stray Board of Trade should
take this up eases and the infirmities of old age, resident;
and other new lines. It will pay you
and H. P. Seamans, cashier. Or Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
dent;
dogs. The disturbing element has for consideration and have It
adjusted The deceased belonged to tho two ders have been
to visit this department.
Animals not Bearing Owner's Re
for the bank
been somewhat diminished in number, for the benefit of
placed
the town if possi- prominent Sanchez and Esqulbel fami
fixtures and the bank Is to open its
corded Brand,
sheet.
but there are still many of the canines ble.
White Mountain
lies of northern New Mexico and was doors in the near future.
Certificate of Brand,
which should be killed.
sbeet
Fair weather tonight, except for noted for her gentle and kind charac
Ice Cream Freezer
our
Work
Special Ruling
Specialty,
The Bernalillo County Teachers' In- showers, and cooler weather in east ter and her hospitality. Her funeral
Blank Books speak tor them
Our
PEACE
THE
JUSTICE
DOCKETS,
OF
Ice Cream at home whenever you want
In
AlbuOld
stitute Opened yesterday
portion Wednesday, is the forecast of was largely attended by many friends
it. it's nice to serve to your friends at
The New Mexican Printing Company Reives.
querque for a session of two weeks. the local weather man. The tempera- of both families.
School Blanks.
has prepared civil and criminal dock'
Professor Rupert F. Asplund, of the ture at 6 o'clock this morning was CI
sheet.
ets especially for the use of Justices Oath of School Director,
University of New Mexico, Is 'Che con- degrees. The lowest temperature last
of the peace. They are especially Csrtlflcate of Apportionment of School
ductor. The attendance is very satis- night was 49 degrees. The maximum ACQUITTALS AT TWO
sheet.
Funds,
with printed headings, In elthe
factory.
temperature yesterday was 6 degrees
MURDER TRIALS ruled,
Let Us Fit You Out.
or English, made of good rec District Clerk's Annual Report,
Spanish
5:30
m.
at
43
was
The
minimum
p.
The water in the forty foot well on
sheet.
bound
and
ord
durably
paper,
strongly
at
3:115
mean
a.
and
the
in.,
with a jointed rod of Japanese or Cal
Both Tried in the District Court at So
the property of G. A. Collins on Don degrees
sheet
with leather back and covers and can Enumeration Form,
for the day was 60 degrees.
cutta Bamboo, plain or cedar Inlaid;
eorro Last Week Before Judge
Gaspar Avenue opposite the Caipitol,
Teacher's
sheet
Certificate,
in
index
and
full
have
front
vas,
sides,
Antonio Salazar, of Pinos Wells, is
one of the finest Lancewood; one of
has risen within five feet of he surParker,
sheet
the fees of Justices of the peace and Certificate of Appointment,
highly polished ash or varnished maple
face, which seems to indicate some- m the city on a visit to relatives. . His
for
School
Contract
sheet
Teacher,
constables printed In full on the first
or, still different, a full nlckelled jointTwo murder cases were tried last
thing akin to an artesian flow, for its wife, who has been here for some time,
Teachers'
Term
full
sheet
Register,
The pages are 10x6 inches.
ed steel rod. These vary In length from
location Is higher than almost any under the care of a physician, has re- week in the district court at Socorro page.
sheet.
These books are made up in civil and Contract for Fuel,
covered. She and her mother, Mrs.. and both resulted in acquittal.
8 to 20 feet.
other portion of the town.
One
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sheet.
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820
of
criminal dockets, separate
Petrita S. Lueras, are guests at the of the accused men was
kind, endless assortment of flies, fish
Baca,
Felipe
Blanks.
Spanish
until
a
a
Henrique Baca,
year ago
or with both civil and
house of Benigno Ortega on the south who as
baskets, minnow palls, seines, nets,
city marshal of Socorro had pages each,
Auto de Arresto,
resident of this city, died at his home side.. Mr, Salazar
pliego.
reports cattle and shot and killed David Baca who had criminal bound in one book, 80 pages Auto de
hooks, floats, sinkers and hook3
trolling
In Las Vegas last Friday of a chronic
Prison,
pliego.
sheep In fine condition In his section. made repeated threats that he would civil and 320 pages criminal. To in'
of all sizes, tackle boxes and fish
Declaraclon
Jurada,
pllego.
complaint aged about 29 years. While Grass and water for stock are plentithe
troduce them they, are offared at
spears. Come In and look us over.
Fianza Oflcial,
in this city he waa employed as a ful, but the farmers would like a rain put the city marshal out of tho way,
pliego.
The shooting occurred in front of the following low prices:
Oflcial
Flanza
Juramento
In
the
store
y
of Eugenio Sena. storm or two for their crops.
pllego.
jeweler
$4.00
Windsor Hotel at Socorro. David Baca Civil or criminal
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
Besides a widow and little son, depliego.
One of the lowest rakes eastward fired two .shots at the marshal, one Combined civil and crlmlnnal....$5.00
Contrato de Pa tldo,
ceased is survived by four staters, all was
pllego.
For 45 'tents additional for a single
announced today by Agent H. S. passing through the hat of the latter,
Escrltura de Renuncla,
of whom reside in Las Vegas.
sheet.
Lutz of the Santa Fe to the National The marshal then pulled his gun and docket, or 55 cents additional for a
Documento Garantlzado;
pliego.
Under the new time card of the Encampment of the Grand Army of the commenced firing. The first shot combination docket, they will be sent
Formula de Enumeracloh,
pllego.
Santa Fe Railway System, whIoh went Republic. It is $31.30 for the round struck David Baca's right arm and by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
Contrato Entree los Directores y Pre
into effect last Sunday It seems that trip to Annapolis, the date of sale be- entered his breast. The wounded man full must accompany order. State
pliegos.
the branch train from this city to ing August 10 am? 11. The tickets will turned and fled to the offico of the plainly whether English or Spanish ceptores,
Contrato de Combustible,
pllego.
Lamy which Is expected to make con- be good to return until September 30. hotel followed by Felipe Baca who con printed heading is wanted. Address Notas
25c por 50.
Obligaciones,
CO.
nection with train No. 8, from the This is one cent a mile with an un- tinued shooting until his opponent
PRINTING
MEXICAN
NEW
Libros Certlficados de Bonos, $1.
south, going east, does not do so. usually long time limit and offers good dropped dead.
PICTURES AND hRAMING
LIbros
de Reclbos, Supervlsores de
When train No. 8 is on time, it does opportunity to visit other eastern
The other man acquitted was George
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
Caminos, Ific.
not wait for the Santa
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train, points at a remarkably low cost for Ohristilaw, charged with first degree
The new marriage license
de Bienos Muebles,
pliego,
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
which Is scheduled to leave here at railroad fare.
murder for the killing of Rlcardo Sis- - quires probate clerks to post three HIpoteca
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
8:30 In the evening. No, 8 passes
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
neros
in a saloon at Kelly In the fall copies of the new law in conspicuous
News comes from Tierra Amarilla
Documenito Garantlzado, extensa for
Lamy going east at 9:i5. A change that Mrs. Maria Luz Sanohez .mother of 1904. Christllaw, constable of the places in each precinct. The New
(MUM A N fl & P(l
ma entera.
rlQ Sott'h Broadway-nuLRHU
UUi LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
precinct, entered the saloon to stop Mexican has printed the law neatly Certlflcado de
10c,
Matrimonlo,
a fight that was In progres. SIsneros on cardboard and is now
ready to fill
sheet
struck at him with both hands. Ohrls-tlla- orders in English or Spanish at fifty
sheet
It's your liver I In nearly
backed but Sisneros follbwe.d cents for each poster. Probate clerks Proof of Labor,
Lode Mining Location,
sheet.
every case it's the liver.
mm with a rock In one hand and should enter their orders
1--P
Immediately, Placer Mining Location,
That means constipation,
sheet
Christllaw discharged his revolver, ac- hi1iniisnp&& HvcriAncia mm
Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet
cwentauy, it was testified as Sisneros
blood, headaches. Your dnctnr. will
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arfA'haath
- tM vnn that" 6v
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aucitsi
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struck
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yvuiaiiua
on the hand with the rock, is
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to
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de
cards
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sheet.
erty,
any
for ladles or gentlemen on short no Mining Deed,
laxaiive oeiter man Aver S fills.
sheet.
riiw lurmuiw oi mn our meaicinem
I.MlH.
tice, in first class style at reasonable Mining Lease,
FAMILY QUARREL
sheet.
,
prices, either engraved or printed. Call Coal Declaratory Statement,
ENDS IN SHOOTING on the New Mexican Printing Com Coal Declaratory Statement with sheet
WHOLESALE
Powe
pany and leave your orders.
Affidaof Attorney and
0. C. Hinton is Wounded, Perhaps Fa
sheet
vit,
and
tally, in a Struggle With His Wife
Notice of
sheet
at Silver City.
RETAIL
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
n time of sickness amd death, "reaay
sheet. ,
...
i
u.
on
Deour
in
carnenter.
was
deposit
n.jney"
Savings
l. Winston, a
D'ALERS IN
OF
Miscellaneous.
shot, perhaps, fatally, a few davs turn. CONFORMING TO THE LAWS
partment will prove a sure and helpMEXICO.
NEW
New
Laws
of
1901
and
Mexico, 1899,
in a struggle with his wife for a 38- ful friend. Accounts may be opened
The New Mexican Printing Company
1903; English and Spanish; pamph
caliber revolver. Hinton and his wife
in the name of husband and wife,
most
and
has
facilities
the largest
let, $2.25; full leather, $3.00.
quarreled over the bill of a washer,
jointly "either to draw." If one is ill
woman and Hinton seized a revolver modern machinery for doing all kinds Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather,
or absent the other may draw. Ready
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO.
s
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
money in your pocket
turning it upon the woman, who of Printing and Binding in Loose-leagets, away.
f
Manufacturers
of
Price
Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
struggled to gain nossession nt it stylo.
"Ready Money" jn a Savings Account
She fought like a tigress and Anally Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book 'Work
is there when you really need it.
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50.
me revolver was discharged. The a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket Docket,
noise brought Mrs. Hinton's brother Southwest.
single, $1.25; two or more books,
$1 each.
Mining Blanks.
UNITED STATES BAJ
Kooert Martls, to the room and he
AJM TRUST COfjPAJiY
sheet,
wrenched the weanon out of .Mia hnnri Amended Location Notice,
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
sheet.
of his infuriated brotherJln-lnm- r
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
amA Agreement of Publisher.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Justice of the Peace Blank.
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
struck him over the head with It, In
sheet.
nearest express office.
meting ugly scalp wounds. Hinton Appeal Bonds,
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
then drew a knife and ciiMnAppeal Bonds, Criminal, to sheet.
much the largest asset we have in our business.
To have our
sheet.
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
clothes of Martis badly, again secured Appearance Bond,
on
Continuance
3
to
the
11,
Bond,
Appearance
delivered
revolver.
volume;
inclusive,
Hinton
ran to Salle's
No. 49
customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
.
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
planing mill and there was
Bond for Appearance, District Court, Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c,
and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of the blood streaming down his arrested,
face and
can be relied upon" is the Tery best recommendation we can strive
ab.eet.
his body from the wounds iha tarf . Justice Quarterly Report,
Compilation Mining Laws, 60c.
high quality and comet style will cost you nothing.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
sheet
CATALOG IS FREE. WRITE FOR IT TODAY.
ceived. He was taken to St. Joseph' Bond to Keep the Peace,
for. Eeliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
sheet.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
"
"
nas 1VPU1TU LIXV Complaint, Criminal,
'
BROCK & FEAGANS,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com 320 Page J. P. Docket,
uuuei. naa entered h s richf ahn,M
Civil,
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It is a great,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
sheet.
It is believed that if no complications
plaint,
Criminal, $4.00.
set in, that Hinton will recover. He Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum 480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
satisfaction to buy at a store like this. Every article carries with
sheet.
480 Page
is
mons,
years of aee and formerly h
Ledger, $6.50.
in Lincoln County. The woman
sheet.
it our guarantee.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Re
Is 28 Replevin Boud,
Forcible Entry and De
years or age, pretty and evidently pos Execution
ports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
sessed of culture.
sheet
tainer,
sheet.
Gambling Table,
sheet
sheet
Replevin Writ,
Application for License,
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet
Replevin Aifldavit,
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
FOUND DEATH
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 4 sheet
Prices.
Baton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton.
$5.50
sheet.
On
$ .06
UNDER CAR WHEELS Warrant,
or sheets, each
Good Commercial Baton Nut
5.00
.
1
sheet
Full sheet, each
Commitment,
sheet.
25
Two Laborers Killed By North Bound Attachment Affidavit,
sheets, per dozen
; Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
,. .36
sheets, per dozen
rassenger Train of the Santa Fe Attachment Bond, sheet
and Corr1 Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.
65
General Blanks.
Full sheets, per dozen
Near Socorro.
Two unknown men. itirennmnhiv Bond for Deed,
1.76
sheets, per hundred
sheet.
2.50
tramps, were cround to dnih hv
sheet.
sheets, per hundred
Bond, General Form,
OFFICE; Garfield Are., Near A., T. A S.F. Depot. 'Phone No. 85.
wheels on the Santa Fe Railway four Bond of indemnity,
4.00
Full sheets, per hundred
sheet
ALL PERIODICALS
innes soum or socorro. The men, who Certificate of Marriage, 76c per dozen. 100 assorted blanks take the per
had been sleeolnE on th tramiro
100 price.
Official Bond,
struck by the north bound passenger Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
On an order of 500 blanks, customer'
business card will be printed under fil
iraiu. ine train crew said that for a Certificate of Election,
sheet.
moment, human arms, legs, brains, en- Letters of Guardianship,
Ing without extra cost
sheet.
r
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
trails and flesh were thrown hteh into Guardian's Bond and Oath,
Size of Blank.
the air and then scattered along the Letters of Administration,
sheet, 7x8 inches.
Wants a Beautiful Foot. Every Woman can have
tracks for several rods. Three som- Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet, 8xl4 inches.
breros were found near the track which
Full sheet, 14x17 inches.
sheet.
this desire gratified if she will wear MARIE SHAFER
gave rise to the theory that the men Letters Testamentary,
sheet
Promissory Notes, 25z per pad.
were not asleep but had been mur- Declaration in Assumpsit,
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
Shoes, the famous shoe for women, they fit when
sheet
dered and their 'bodies laid on
h
each.
Declaration In Assumpsit on Note,
others fail. $2.50, $3.00, $3.50. Sole Agents Here.
tracks to hide the crime. The coroMissouri Pleading Forms, $5.
beet
ner's jury however, gave a verdict of Satisfaction of Mortgage,
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
sheet.
accidental death. It is believed that Assignment of Mortgage,
The two for $10.
aheet
the men were Mexican laborers who Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
had worked on the Belen cut-of- f
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet.
and
sheet
were bound for their home in Mexico.
i,
eheet.
of Personal Property,
New Linens, White and Fancy Lawns.
The New Mexican Printing Company Chattel Mortgage, " sheet
HENRY KRICK
has on hand a large sunnlv of nH Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet
8ole Agent For
Ladies,' Misses and Children's Hats.
and tablets suitable for school work, Power of Attorney,
sheet.
'
All Below Cost.
Parasols,
Letup's St. Louis Beer
the desk, and also for lawyers and Acknowledgment,
merchants: good anywhere. Wa win Mortgage Deed,
sheet
Mails orderspromptly attended to.
sell them at five cents In book form, Mortgage Deed without Insurance Montezuma Ave, Santa
Ft, N. M.
but will give a discount on quantities.
Clause,
sheet '
Telephone No. 38
Eller's Show Company presented
r
Rip Van Winkle In a tent on Don
Avenue last evening. The attend'
ance was fair.
The eight day mass for the soul of
the late Rufusucker will be said at
the Cathedral at 7 o'clock tomorrow
morning by Rev. Father Antonio
Gas-pa-
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The BEST
of all Liniments

NEW MEXICO
HAPPENINGS

TBalM MUM

For SicK Livers
A PURELY VEGETABLE
COMPOUND
constipation, dyspep- CURES
QUICKLY
stKu;"&s?i5s:

A GUARANTEED CURB lor an diseases proaueau ujr
TORPID LIVER and IMPURE BLOOD. One bottle pur- eie bjmu wuwuun,
you
kebMta today may

uti

CUBED OP CHILLS AND FEVER AFTE1
ALL OTHER MEDICINES FAILED
Mra. W. A. Whitewell, Emory, Tex.,
writea: "My Child had chilli and fever
for four yeara. We tried all kinda of
medicines, and finally ao acquaintance oi
mine recommended Herblne. We used
h
hnttlva anil the child ia now com
pletely cured. You have my permission
to publish thii testimonial, as I cheerfully recommend Herbine to all mothers
having children afflicted aa mine."
GET

50c

LA1GE BOTTLE.

'

THE GENUINE

"

Ilud Illm There.

NEWS NOTES

Luna County,
The Normal Institute of Luna County, adjourned last week after a session of two weeks. Grace Osmer and
Prof. A. B. Stroup were the examining
board.
The attendance was very
small. Professor A. B. Stroup of Albuquerque was the instructor.
Professor ... H. Dickey has removed from Demlng to Gainesville, Texas.
Ralph C. Ely has installed a compressed air pumping plant on his ranch
near Demlng and raises therewith sufficient water from a depth of 150 feet
to irrigate forty acres. The well is The Bore Yaas, I always say Just
eight Inches in diameter. The com- what I think.
The Bored Indeed, that accounts for
pressor is run by a crude oil engine
and the water is raised through a four your silence, then.
inch pipe.
James Shepherd, son of M. and Mrs.
Salary In Kind.
George Shepherd, who graduated from
the Demlng high school last year, has
received the first honors out of a class
of 85 at the Rose Polytechnic College
at Indianapolis, Indiana, although he
Is the youngest member of the class.

HP'

Eddy County.
The 30 room Palace Hotel at Carls
bad, Just completed, was last week
sold by J. W. Harmer to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas B. Hunter, of Kansas City,
for 110,000 cash. The formal opening
will take place on July 4th.
The Pecos Valley Immigration Company last week brought a car of
to Carlsbad. J. C. Armstrong,
of Ottawa, Kansas, one of the party,
for $4,000 bought the 10 acre Mann
Homestead at La Huerta, which five
years ago was nothing but a barren
snndbmi. P. Shiras, a Danuer or
va, Kansas, who was with the
slonists. intends to open a banking bus
The Cat
wonder If Pattl ever jsot
iness at Carlsbad.
more than this for one song?
Grant County.
Work has been besun on the new
Moderate.
passenger and freight depot of theSouthern Pacific Railroad at Lordsburg.
The teachers of Grant County are
holdng their annual normal institute
at Silver City this week.
Wavne McVeagh Wilson and Miss
Colater Eno were married at Silver
City on last Friday, the wedding tak
ing place in the Church or tne uooa
home-seeker-

BALLARD SNOW LINIMENT CO.
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
BY

OLD AND RECOMMENDED

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

,

FL PASO ROUTE
m

the

Shepherd.

?
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This handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, Ea.
nd Southeast.

t

TAKE
THE.

i
K
K
W

NEW

FAST
TRAIN.

RIGHT EXPRESS.
TRAIN

Leaves El Paso

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT
at

6:50 p. m.

Mountain Time

northeast

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
R. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Pattenger Agent,
.

.

EL PASO,

TEX.

E. P. TCBNf

r

xsxxsxxxxxxs&xs

X
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XXX.

Our Rates are Low and
Service Is Unsurpassed

hi

flmt r, Colorado Soil

ill
ONE FARE

Plus $2.00 for
the Round Trip
June 1 and 2,
and 9 to 16,
July 1 to 10.
Return Limit
October 31st.

Proportionately
Low Rates
to Hundreds
of Other
Eastern Pointa.

Through Sleeping Cars to

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis
ELEGANT DINING CARS
a

la Carte.

Cars Equipped With
ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND FANS
All

For Further Information call on or addresa

H. B. KOOSER, O. W. F, & P. A.
1700

BARGAINS IN ORCHARDS AND RANCHES
Located in the Fruitful and Far Famed
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
North of Santa Fe.
The following orchards and farm
properties in the famed and fruitful
ArEspanola Valley in southern Rio
riba County In the Territory of New
Mexico, are for sale ait a bargain.
There are satisfactory reasons for selling. The section is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only in New
The
Mexico, but In the southwest.
supply of water for irrigation purposes
is ample and stable at all times. The
climate is of the best. For particulars
address R. C. Bonney, real estate and
Insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexico. The properties are:
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres in alfalfa,
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
well, barn and corral; all fenced and
under irrigation ;' one mile from
two and a half miles to railroad
station; price $30 per acre.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
standard apple trees; six miles from
Espanola; good house, barn,, corral
and packing house; produced 2,900
boxes of apples laut year; irrigation
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and mar
mile to town,
ket garden tract,
railroad, postofflce, school and church;
good six room house, having tele
phone; barn, corral, cellar and pack
ing house; a highly profitable business
and a fine home; produces annually
$700 to $900 in vegetables alone; price
post-offic-

CHICAGO,
$31.50
ST. LOUIS,
$26.50
KANSAS CITY,
$19.00

Meals

of Alamogordo.

Arrangements have been made for
running large excursions to Cloudcroft
from Austin, San Antonio, Houston,
Galveston and other Texas cities during the motnhs of July and August.

,

Gen. Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Texas.

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Pa?o, Texas.

Dona Ana County.
The Mesllla Valley Chamber of Com- merce on last vhursday evening en
joyed a banquet to celebrate the
of work by the Reclamation
Service upon the Penasco Diversion
Dam in the Rio Grande River. The
C.
speakers of the evening were: N.
O. H. wrown
L.
R.
Young,
Frenger.
Pflhlnn Garcia. Georse Frenger and
Jose Gonzales.
Monkey Will you join me in a drink,
Otero County.,
Mr. Hippo?
A fire having been caused last week
Hippopotamus I don't care If I do;
bv firecrackers at Alamogordo, the bus. just a mouthful, please. Philadelphia
inessmen of that city have agreed not Press.
to sell any fire works until July 4.
Sncb Is Lot.
Four single young men from Kansas
last week filed on homesteads six miles
south of Alamogordo. Four young men
from Marshall, Missouri, also unmar
ried, filed on homesteads eight miles

J. H. GINET, Jr., T. P. A.

Stout Street, Denver,

Colo.

one-ha- lf

$2,250.
No. 4.

For sale sheep ranch of 520
acres with good fences and improvements, has excellent waiter, shelter,
hay land and controls several thousand acres of fine goat grazing land.
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch in New Mexico.
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
ten acres of full hearing apples of
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
acres garden land, good five room
adobe house, well built and finished,
good barn; the whole place almost entirely surrounded by a hedge of
trees which serve as a protection
from the wind and add to the attrac
tiveness of the place; produced last
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a fourth miles east of Espanola,
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
This place is a full bearing apple orchard and market garden tract of sev;
en acres; a six room house; telephone,
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
wire fence and house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a
place to make good money, besides
apples this place has cherries, pears,
plums, quinces and large beds of asparagus, spinach and rhubarb. The
vegetable products alone of this place
bring In annually $750 to $900. The
net receipts last year in vegetables
and fruit were over $500. Terms cash.
box-eld-

He You know, I felt awfully cheap
when I asked you to marry me.
She
That's why I accepted. I
New
thought you were a bargain.
York World.
Unreasonable

Freddy.

At Benson the newly
organized
board of trade will make a determined
effort to convince the government that
now Is the proper time for the
of an army post at Benson,
The commencement exercises of the
School
Northern Arizona Normal
have been announced by the board ot
The exercises will begin
directors.
June ISth and continue to the 23d.,
Captain Tom Rynning, of the rang
ers, has been appointed marshal of
the day for the Fourth of July celebration to be held at Douglas. Other ar
rangements have been made and the
celebration promises to be the most
successful one ever held In that city.
The boys of the Douglas Y. M. C. A.
left today for Huachucas, where they
will go into camp with the boys ot
the BIsbee association. After two
weeks the boys will give way to the
men who have also planned to spend
two weeks In the mountain camp.
Attorney D. A, Richardson, chairman of the Fourth of July committee,
has written to Governor Kibbey, asking him to deliver the oration at Doug
las on that day, and it is expected that
a favorable reply will be received from
the governor in a few days.
Plans for a new brewery at Tucson
have been adopted and a Color drawing of the plant has been placed on
exhibition. The capacity of the brewery will be 25,000 barrels per year.
A big refrigerating plant will also be
built. It has not yet been definitely
decided just where the plant will be
located.
After drilling to a depth of but
twenty feet, two flowrng wells were
struck Thursday afternoon at Elyslan
Grove.
From one of the pipes that
have been sunk, water flows at the
rate of 15 gallons per minute, while
the other spouts forth 25 gallons per
minute, which is at the combined rate
of about 40,000 gallons a day.
Alex. Wlttig, a well known young
man, who has resided in Bishee during the greater part of his life, killed
himself Tuesday night, shortly before
midnight, by shooting. The suicide
occurred in his room at the Wittig
home on School Hill. He was a member of a well known and highly respected family, and the cause of his
rash act is not known.
Although the project has not as yet
been entirely abandoned, it is not probable that an artesian well 'will be
sunk at Tucson for some time. Captain J. H. Mayo, the Indian Territory
artesian well driller has decided that
he could not sink a well to a depth of
a thousand feet for less than $5,000-anthis is a larger sura than the city
feels that it can pay just at present.
Deputy Sheriff Cunningham left
Phoenix Tuesday for the reform school
with a girl who had been committed
to that institution for two years the
Anv hofnro
Sho tnnlr thtt TYinttar vprv
cooly, displaying no emotion whatever.
She had dressed herself for the jour
ney with the greatest of care. She
was clad In spotless White and her
hair was decorated with gayly colored
ribbons.
W. E. Miner, the section foreman
who was injured by being run over by
a handcar last Saturday near Phoenix
died at 3 o'clock Thursday morning
at his home in Tempe, aged 40 years.
Deceased was a native of Indiana, but
had been a resident of Tempe for several years. He is survived by a widow
and son. The funerat was held Sat
urday morning, the ceremonies at the
grave being in charge of the Masonic
order, of which he was a member.
On July 1st, the Huachuca forest
reserve will be established, embracing
Huachuca, Canile and Patagonia Mountains. The reserve will contain
acres of the finest timber land in
Southern Arizona. The preservation
of this forest will serve largely to
maintain an even rainfall over the
southern part of the Territory and will
reserve to the people of the future
state a most valuable timber land tract
It will parallel the San Rafael Valley
and begin on the southern border of
estau-lishme-

245,-00-

Naco.
A disastrous fire was

averted

Thurs-

day forenoon at Tempe by the prompt
and efficient work of the fire department, thereby saving the Baptist parsonage and in all probability the Baptist church from destruction. When
the firemen arrived on the scene, a
frame kitchen attached to the rear of
the parsonage was found to he in
flames which had already communicated to the roof of the main building
held
were
but
which
being
a
In
water
from
check
by
Tommy Ma, Freddy's crying 'cause small
flames
garden hose. The
I'm eating my cake and won't give bim were soon extinguished when the
any.
heavy stream from the fire hose was
Mother Is his own cake finished?
turned on. The fire was caused by the
when
Tommy Yes, ma, and he cried
Igniting of a box in which some
I was eating that too. Woman's Home clothes were
being fumigated.
Companion.
From Douglas Mrs, Mark Lamb left
Friday for Tombstone in charge of
The RUe of Reggie.
Constable Shropshire. She will be taken to the county jail where she will
remain awaiting the action of the
September grand jury on the charge
of murder in the first degree. She
appeared In excellent spirits when
she boarded the train, and her parting
from her husband and little son was
no more affecting than if she had
been going away for the day, notwithstanding the fact that when the prison doors close on her they will probably never reopen for her except to
take her to the court room or to another prison. She was accompanied
as far as BIsbee by her attorney. S.
K. Williams.
ver
NATIONAL
Mother (entering drawing
HOLIDAY,
are you doing. Reggie?
JULY 4TH, 1906,
Little Boy (with watering can)
'
Making myself grow a bit faster.
For the above occasion the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to all points on
their line In New Mexico, Colorado
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
and Texas, (El Paso line) ait one fare
Why Is it that the firm of Hughes ft
for the round trip. Dates of sale July
Delgado are making a success of the
Teal estate business? It Is because this 3d and 4th, good for return passage
H. S. LUTZ,
firm Is. reliable and any property July 6th, 1906.
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M,
placed in their hands will be looked
after in a businesslike manner. Office
west of Plaza.
REMEMBER!
That the Bon Ton is the only eating
If you do not care to pay for a dally house In the city of Santa Fe that
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New keeps open at night. The doors are
Mexican Review and get the cream of never closed and you carf get some
the week's doings. It is an excellent thing to eat at any hour of the day or
night.
paper to send to your friends.
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A
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LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
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In the Interest
of Truxam
&Co.
By JANE ELLIS JOY

Lls'liVI
Helen is 31 miles Bouth of Albuquerque, If. M.,

tt the junc-

1905,

by Jane Ellis Joy

T

you," said Jnstlna Gil
bert, accepting the loan of the
morning newspaper from ber
landlady. She ran with It up
to ber small room on the third floor
nd sat down to look over the "Help
Wanted" advertisements. Her eye ran
down one of the columns until It rested
on the following:
Wanted. Immediately, expert stenographer for the Monolith sugar refinery;
only plain looking women need apply.

The girl gasped out a little Jubilant
She had broken
No wonder.
her last dollar. It was late in September, and her room rent would be due
on Oct.. 1." For a month she had
walked the streets of the big, strange
city seeking a situation. She fancied
that her face which no one In all her
twenty-twyears had ever called
pretty and which she herself considered hopelessly uglytold against her
in the everyday struggle for employment. Now her time had come. For
once ugliness was at a premium.
Justina wore a confident air as, in
the course of an hour, she entered tho
outer office of the big Monolith building, over the portal of which appeared
In Immense letters, "Truxam & Co."
She was directed to take the elevator. The building was filled with the
industrial music of machinery. Permeating the nir was the heavy odor of
sugar. The office of the head of the
firm was on the third floor overlooking
the sugar pit. Tho deep open pit was
safeguarded by a wooden railing, over
which one could look down on a hundred tons or more of sugar. Justina
was wondering what beuefloeut
Messrs. Truxam & Co.
to favor girls without tfeauty when,
stopping at the open door of the office,
she saw a businesslike, middle aged
woman seated at the desk.
A few questions followed the brief
greeting. Justina was given a bit of
dictation to do, and before she realized
what had happened or had recovered
from her surprise at finding that the
great Monolith concern was conducted
by a woman she was duly installed
over a typewriter.
Little except business phrases passed
between Mrs. Trusam and Justina for
a month or two. The latter was well
paid, and she liked the situation. Now
and then she indulged the fancy for a
neck ribbon; otherwise she dressed
very plainly.
Occasionally Mr. Clarence Truxam, a
tall, fine looking fellow, apparently
came into the office
about twenty-five- ,
to consult his mother. The first time
Justina saw him a rational solution of
the preference of the head of the firm
for Bp ugly stenographer rushed upon
her mind. "Ah,; there's no danger to
him from me!" she thought to herself
serenely. As time passed Justina grew
to feel that there were compensations
She could
in life for the unattractive.
go about the place without drawing
attention to herself at least she fancied (so, enjoying the thought that she
was Immune to stares. When off duty
she loved to roam over the building,
stopping when and where she pleased
to watch the movements of the machinery. Her fondness for mechanics
was almost a passion.
By degrees Mrs. Truxam relaxed
from ber businesslike rigldness and be- laugh.

o

"DOHW'T

HE LIKE HEB?"
TE) A.

QUESTED JUS-

came surprisingly confidential. Winter bad bardly arrived before she bad
communicated to Justina her aspirations for making a match between ber
son and the only daughter of a rival
sugar bouse. Evidently the matron
wanted a confidant very badly.
"You see, my dear Miss Gilbert, with
me houses of Truxam and Montooth
united we could control the sugar market!" she said one day at ber desk,
"Yea," said Justina, with earnest assent, somehow feeling that In the "we"
she herself was Included. And then
she ventured to ask, "I suppose Mr.
Clarence and Miss Montooth meet at
parties?"
"Ob, yesl Clarence Is Invited everywhere, and he goes out a great deal.
I know Lilian Montooth would be his
for the asking, but"
"Doesn't be like her" queried Justina when It became evident the lady
was not going to finish ber sentence.
"He says be does, but the trouble
With Clarence Is he likes' so many.
He Is attracted by every pretty face be

sees."
'

Justina could readily believe this.
Only the .day before she bad seen the

young man making himself agreeable
to pretty Miss Cooperton, the assistant
bookkeeper,
Entering the office the first Monday
morning after the holidays, the stenographer and confidant of Mrs. Truxam
found Mr. Clarence Truxam at bis
mother's desk, "Don't be alarmed,
Miss Gilbert," the young man Bald
pleasantly. "Mother has gone to Washington for a visit l.'ll be In her place

leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco. Loo Angeles, El Paso and
1,000 business and residence lots, sizo
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shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments ; the 3elen Patent Boiler Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
am more ifiah a mere business' woman.
I can read hearts. You were thinking ol
me when you sent him his letter back the
other day."
"Yes; I was thinking of you--of Truxam
ft Co."
"Think of yourself now-a- nd
of Clarence," said Mrs. Truxam, rising to leave.
"Let us forget the old plans. Here"
putting the doubly mailed letter in Justlna's hand "I have brought the letter
back. Kead it and give Clarence his
face
of
her
plain
lege due
by right
answer."
was that of comradeship with a young
Justina smiled and took the letter. The
man separated from her by impassable
reading of it caused her woman's heart
barriers.
to overflow with happiness. It was the
"Miss Gilbert," Clarence said one aftfirst love letter that she had ever received. She was reading it for tha tenth
ernoon when both of them were unoccutime when the nurse admitted Clarence.
pied, "do you know, I like you?"
I'm much indebted," said
"I couldn't wait for your answer by
"No;
Justina in her dry way. She did not look
mail," said the young man. "First, bow
la your precious arm?"
at the questioner and presently made a
move as if to leave the room.
"Better, thank you. I will soon be able
to leave the hospital."
"Don't jjo a bit yet," he protested.
"The doctor says I may have Just five
"Give the machinery a rest for a little ence's head and shoulders
disappear in minutes, Justina. Now,
while. Are you studying the hong of the the loose mass below.
you can say
'Yes' to the question in the letter in one
engines and things so you ran tako the
She flew to the speaking tube that concase
second."
a
of
in
strike?"
foreman's place
nected with the main workroom on the
"Oh, no; I cannot. I want you to wait-- to
"No; I had no Buch design."
ground floor and, getting the
think about It"
"Simply love It for its own sake, eh? "Hello" from one of the men, answering
told what
machine
of
"I have waited, and I have thought."
Well, there's a human sort
had happened. "He'll be dead in ten minmean I don't want you to think that
"I
not far away that might be interesting,
utes, I'm afraid, unless we can empty the
and wants to be, If you would only turn
you are under obligations to me. This Is
Some of you men turn on the power."
pit!
your intellectual faculties upon it."
The reply chilled her to the heart. real life, you know."
"Yes," he smiled, "very real."
"That's the business of a psychologist,"
"The foreman and the engineer have both
I
"I wish for your sake I was pretty,"
aid Justina. "I'm a stenographer.
miss.
There
now
here
ain't
gone,
anybody
he said, with a little shade of regret
wish business would look up so that I but me and Ben Morison. Do
as
want
you
"In my eyes you are the most beautiful
,
would have more to do."
I shall go for the engineer?"
woman m the world," he returned. "And
"Miss Gilbert, I have a charge to bring
time. Stay there till I to
Isn't
there
"No;
please you I'll try to think that I'm
against you," he said.
some down."
not under
"Let's hear It," she answered with unA coll of hose intended for putting out return for the least obligation to you. In
concern.
this mental docility I'll ask
emotional
fires in an emergency was one of the fa
to think something. Will you do it?"
"It's, very serious, I assure you. Tou miliar objects
to Justina you
that
appealed
"If it's not too dlfflcult"-w- ith
obtained your situation in the house of now.
a smile
Having noticed the exact spot
a heightening of color that was girlTruxam & Co. by false pretenses!"
where Clarence had disappeared, she had and
ish and becoming.
She turned from the an idea.
"Mr. Truxam!"
Hurriedly she Bwung out the
not to be difficult for one of
"It
file and faced him, her eyes flashing dehose, lowering it into the bin. It was of your ought
nial. It seemed to her that he was carprowess. It's to believe that our
a firm texture, as she surmised, and adbe in the Interests of
would
to
Miss
too
far.
marriage
Loyalty
rying pleasantry
mitted of being driven into the mass of Truxam
& Co. If you reject me I shall
Montooth and the Interests of the MonoWhen it had penetrated eight or wish
sugar.
you had let me smother to death in
lith refinery did not demand that she ten feet the
girl called through her end of the sugar bin," he pleaded.
.
should brook an accusation like this.
the pipe:
would have rescued
"Anybody
"Please don't crush me!" he pleaded in
"Mr. Truxam, we're trying to save you. Please don't think of that Incident you.
so
a conciliatory tone. "I really beg your Feel about
for
the
end
of
the
rubber
hose.
course
much.
Of
I would have done the
pardon. But you know you came here in Got it yet? Keep feeling. There! That's
same if it had been any one else that had
answer to an advertisement."
good!" as the hose stretched out taut.
fallen in."
"Yes," she answered icily. "Am I not
"I have it all right now," came up the
have thought of that but, you
"I
competent as a stenographer?"
in a weak tone. "God bless you, know,might
pipe
men wil be egotistical.
Let me
"Undoubtedly, or my mother would have Justina!"
be just a little egotistical now, Justina.
found it out the first weelfand discharged
hose
we
"Breathe
the
till
through
empty When I spoke of the Interest of Truxam
you. It's not that part of the bill that the bin," she enjoined.
St Co. I meant that as my wife you would
you don't fill. If you remember, it was an
She fastened the hose so that it would be an
inspiration to me. Will you be my
in
came
Tou
was
wanted.
ugly girl that
not slip or twist and then hurried downInspiration?"
the guise of that kind of a girl, and I stairs. She believed she knew how
the
"I'll try to be," said Justina, looking up
have discovered the fraud!"
power was turned on, and she also knew with the light of love In her eyes. And
She laughed, blushing a little and showabout
how
chute
the
worked. then the nurse came In to say that the
something
ing her even white teeth. There was no
five minutes had expired.
denying that Justlna's teeth were pretty.
"You deserve to take rank among the
this!"
of
all
for
discoverers
ages
great
Roarers aa a Story Teller.
she said, trying not to be conscious of a
Charles Dickens used to describe the
little thrill of pleasure.
way In which Samuel Rogers, the poet,
To keep him from talking more nonsense she took a letter off the file and sat
told dinner table stories when grown
down 'at the typewriter to copy , It.- She
old and feeble. A manservant stood
worked furiously, blundering, forgetting
behind Rogers' chair and at approprithe punctuation and spacing. "What a
ate Intervals would thus admonish his
fool I am!" she kept saying to herself.
"What a fool!"
master: "Tell Mr. Dickens, sir, the stoThe next morning the "little thing"
ry of the Hon. Charles Townsbend and
seemed to Justina even less. She had Just
the beautiful Miss Curzon." The old
been "a bit of a goose," she told herself
in the sober light of the new day. She
poet would start in a slow chant: "The
would steel herself against weaknesses
Hon. Charles Townsbend became enamof that kind in the future.
l.
ored of Miss Curzon. She was
She was at the office and receiving the
her maid to conHe d
mall when Mr. Truxam came in. He
ceal him In her chee-amband when
looked serious and almost severe. Justina
fancied he was ashamed of the nonsense
she arrived to dress for a hull emerged
he had talked the day before. The mall
from his hiding place. She looked at
was heavy, t.yl it took him a good while
him fixedly, then said, 'Why don't you
to look over It. The girl was thankful
She took him for the
for that.
begin?'
There had been a sudden awakening of
lastrush
of
the
and
letter
trade,
witting
ed all day.
Two Ways of Patting It.
"Was the work hard enough to suit you,
Two groups of persons were seated
Miss Gilbert," he said when the big clock
In a railway station, according to
had struck 5. Downstairs the workmen
were getting ready to go home. And then
Magazine. One consisted of a
he added, resuming something of his
attired pair, the other of a
fashionably
I
do
think
"How
manner.
you
sprightly
pair who looked as If they were from
got along today?"
the country. They bad been there only
"Splendidly!"
"Thank you. Commend me to mamma
a few minutes when a . girl came In
when she comes back. Another favor I
"will yon ijr Mr ihspijutiox?"
whose complexion was as nearly perHe was trying
am going to ask of you"
to catch her eye, but she avoided the In a few minutes more, with the help of fect as anything In this world ever la.
While she was buying ber ticket the
glance. He crossed the narrow corridor the two men, tho machinery was In moand perched on the railing of the sugar tion.
man remarked to the ladles with
young
Directly there was an encouraging cry
pit. The position brought the two fate o
face. "I would be eternally obliged," he from Ben Morison, who was taking a peep him:
"Isn't Miss Cransford a beauty?, Her
went on, "If you would stop seconding through a crut'k in the wooden wall.
mother's schemes Cor promoting my busi- "Hello, Mr. Clarrmce! Glad to see you complexion is as perfect as a rose."
alIlvin'l"
ness interests through a matrimonial
At the same time , .the other man
It was now that Justina became aware
liance."
Justina betrayed her discomfiture by a that in starting the machinery she had clutched bis wife's arm and whispered:
"Lord, Nan, hasn't that gal got a
wild stare. "How did you find this out?" hurt her elbow. Something had struck
she asked presently, recovering herself. her, she did not know what. She had purtyhlde?"
"I should not have thought you capable not heeded the pain at first; now it seized
her with an overwhelming grip.
of listening to our talk!"
Stern aad Gatrrick.
"Mercy, Miss Gilbert, what ails ye?"
"Don't be severe on me, please. 1
aid Ben Morison.
Sterne, who had the reputation of
hemmed and coughed to let you know I
Justina was not able to answer, nor treating his wife very badly, was one
was at the open door of the office, but
so deeply were you and mother Interested did she know anything more about the
day talking to Garrlck In a sentimental
until she recovered consciousness
would
of
affair
in your plot that neither
you
way In praise of conjugal fidelity and
in
the
had
arm
Her
been
attention."
hospital.
put
pay any
love.
"The husband," be declared,
"I think you ought to have gone away," out of joint.
comwere
The
usual
of
followed by day "who behaves unkindly to his wife deaid Justina, getting back her
pain
days
when
not
In
the
If
Justina
life
restful
pleased
enjoyed
"I'm
sorry
you're
posure.
serves to have bis house burned over
about it, bu., really, 1 said nothing to her little hospital room.
one afternoon she was sitting with her hlshesd."
your mother that I wish to unsay. )
arm in a sling wondering what Mrs.
'In that case," replied Garrlck, "1
think she Is right to desire an advanTruxam wouid say when that lady, all hope your house Is Insured."
for you."
tageous man-tarout of breath, came fluttering Into the
"Ton do!"
"Yes. i'our mother is a good business room. "Oh, Miss Gilbert, they kept It
Am Exception.
woman a wise woman. She wants to see from me till now!" she exclaimed, after
"Which Is the first and most Impor
a warm embrace. "Clarence didn't want
you make the most of your opportunities.
I was perfectly sincere in all I said to her. to spoil my visit, and somehow I missed tant sacrament?" asked a Sunday
I know how she feels, and I sympathize
reading of It in the newspaper. Well, my school teacher of a girl preparing for
dear. I owe it to you that I have a son!"
with her."
was the
"Of course the men Ben Morison and confirmation. "Marriage,"
"You do!"
"Take care or you may fall backl Oh, the other one helped. I wish peoplt prompt response. "No, baptism Is the
don't sit on the rail! You are taking a wouldn't give me all the credit," said first and most Important sacrament,"
Justina.
great risk. Please, Mr. Truxam"
the teacher corrected. "Not In our
"Clarence told me all, my dear all I"
"Don't get nervous," he said, balancing
family," said the pupil haughtily. "We
himself. "So you think mother has the said Mrs. Truxam.
best of It nnd that I ought tq fall in with
The color rushed Into the girl's pale are respectable."
Is
wishes?"
to
of
her
kind
com to set
you
(ace. "It
"Certainly, when you like the lady. me, notwithstanding," she said bravely.
FreelMlr locate.
" 'Notwithstanding I' Don't say 'notBut do get off that dreadful seat!"
"Where ware the kings of England
I am wiser now than I
"But suppose 1 like another lady bet- withstanding.'
.
was. But Clarence thinks you don't car crowned?" was the question on an exter?"
"I Wasn't told about any other lady."
(or him. It seema you returned htm a let- amination paper.
"You will be dlrect.'v. Miss Gilbert, the ter without opening It. Do you not car
"On their heads," wrote a boy in the
better-tI
he
I
like
that
lady
for llm? Ah. 1 e yoij do" Jiutlmvl .1
lady that
Space left for thejinwar.
lore-- la.
uauJV

till she comes back."""
Then was a lull In the volume of business these days, uud as a consequence
there were fowsr letters to write. Directly It developed that Clarence Truxam had
a faculty for conversation of a sort. It
began In desultory talk about things In
general, Justina admitting to herself in
a half connciioua way that another privi-

br

"Since the moment I knew 1 loved you,
Justina, it tins seemed to me I have loved
you all my life," he went on earnestly.
Don't say
"Impossible, Mr, Truxam!
anything more. Your mother what would
he say?"
"I don't know, I would rather hear
what you have to say. Do you think you
could learn to care for me?"
"I have duties to Truxam & Co. You
had better be advised by your mother.
And please don't refer to this subject
again."
There was a sharp crack, almost like
a pistol shot, another followed, and the
section, of railing on which Clarence
Truxam was sitting was detached. The
young man made a quick spring to save
himself, but he had regained his balance
second too late.
Shrieking for help, Justina reached the
kroken railing Just in time to mm Clar-

II. E. No. 8255.
FOR PUBLICATION.
'
Department of the Interior.
Land Offlco at Santa Fe, N. M
June 5, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will he made iiefore the register or receiver ut Santa Fe, N. M..
on July 12, 1006, viz. George A. Rig
don, for the N 2 SW t, Sec. 13; N 2
SE 4, Sec. 14, T 10 N, R. 13 E. He
nnmea' the following witnesses to
prove hh continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Juan Ortiz, of Galtsteo, N. M.
Pedro Lopez, of Galisteo, N. M.
Teodoro Vianneba, Galisteo, N. M.
Emiterlo Chavez, Palma, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
N'OTJCE

Santa Fe Centra! Railway System
SUNSHINE ROUTE,

T0KBASCE

via

8ERV1CE.

A8T PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
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Special summer rates to Los Ange
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coasl
points by way of the Santa Fe Central Railway, E. F. & S. W. Railway,
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
For Information call on or address S.
B. Grlmsha-wgeneral passenger agent.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican "ad."

try

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
P. in.
H. F. STEPHENS, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
1, A.

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R. A. M. Regular
convocation zna Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
1,

ABTHUR S'ELIGMAN, Secy.
Santa Fe Commandery No
Regular conclave
"f fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
: 30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.
,

ajtjlk

4y
1

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grcnde Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst Sec'y and Treas.
J. P. LYNG,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

1, K. T.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 32.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIQHT, 14, Sec.
14th degree,

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge. No. 2. I. O. o. F..
meet every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellowa' Hall, San Fransioco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. Q.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIA8.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythlaa. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER. C. O.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. 3.
R. II. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
9. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge. No. 4B0, B. P. O. ft.,
holds Its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
NORMAN L. KING, H. R.
come.
A. 3. FISCHER, Secy.
FRATERNAL UNION.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meeting)
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street. Visiting Frat
ers welcome.
R. L. BAOa, Oateroal Master
DAVID GONZA10S. Secy.
UAGGIl O. MONTOTA, Trsas.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

T

,15o
Stamp, not over 2 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 and not over 3 inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3$ and not over 5 inches long. . . .25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
5c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Q5jders of all shapes, nnder 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-ha-lf
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
50c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in inch
35c
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Batfd Dater
$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
Hx2J, 10c; 2x3J, 15c; 2ix3J, 25c; 2x4i, 35c; 3Jx6i 50c;
One-lin- e

lf

--

ijx7,

75c.

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

flEW PEXICA

PRIJVTIJVG CO.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

ft-

PAGE

Qm,

BAIS,

BUTCIjES!

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S

250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No.
No.

9.

DRINKS.
Weather is now warmer. Time to think o cooling drinks.
30c.
Grape Juice, bottle 25c, 30c, 35c and fiOc. Unfcrmented Wines, quarts
each
Quails,
etc.,
Soda
Water,
Grape Fruit, Champagne, Ginger Ale,
SUMMER

15c, dozen

,....$1.00

Pints, each 10c, dozen
Hire's Root Beer, each
Cherry Phosphate,

10c and 25c

MEATS.
Mackerel In Tomato or Mayonnaise Dressing per can
and up to
Imported Sardines, 10c, 12
Lobster
and
Shrimp
Deviled Ham. Tongue, Eic
LUNCH

20c
40c
25c, 30c, and 35c
05

MUSHROOMS.
We carry an excellent line of Mushrooms:
15c and 25c per can.
Tieces and stems
30c
Buttons, First Choice, lib. tins
35c
each
lib
tins,
Buttons, Miniatures,
!5c
tins
Extra
Sur
Fine,
Buttons,
3oC
Buttons, in glass jars
Mushrooms are very nice tor patties, for serving with veal cutletsfl.:
Mushrooms are very nice for patties, for serving with beafsteak, at beefsteak dinners, and for serving with veal cutlets, lamb chops, etc. Often served
wuh green peas, In connection with meats.
SALADS.
If one is In the habit of .serving salads she should have a supply of such
condiments as Terragon vinegar, Worcestershire Sauce, Mint Sauce, Mushroom Catsup, Paprika, Tabasco Sauce,1 Onion Relish, etc. We carry all such
items and would be pleased to show them to any one Interested.
It is important to have pure well flavored ollv eoil for salads. We especially recommend our Italian oil which we well in cans at 85c for quarts,
$l.b5 for
gallon, and $2.75 for gallon.
We also have a pint can of good imported oil which we sell at 30c.
JAVA COFFEE.
at all the way from 25c to 50c or more per
retailed
are
Coffees
Java
Genuine
ever sold Is Chase & Sanborn's Fancy
we
have
Coffee
Java
best
The
pound.
Mark Java. We have this in bulk and in lib parchment lined Gray Bags
at 40c per pound. In 51b. cans at $1.90 per can, and In 101b cans at $3.75
per can. This coffee Is blended from the finest selections of Private Estate
Javas and will be found very pleasing to lovers of a mild rich flavored blend.
SPECIAL A clean, strong, well flavored Ceylon Tea at 35c per pound.. .
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BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

:

:

:

New Mexico

:

IFRANCISCO

LEVI A. HUGHES.

DELGADO.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate

We have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let, us show you our list of property.
:
:
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.
Office West Side of Plaza,

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH

W.

?

:

:

W.

N. TOWNSEND.

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods ifi government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side ntranne
to Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

James L. Seligman, J. W. Akers
and W. N. Townsend returned Sunday
from a two weeks' business and pleasure trip to the Republic of Mexico.
With the exception of about 250 miles
over a trail, tihey
made on horse-bactraveled the entilre distance by rail,
making but few stops before reaching
Madre
their destination in the
about sixty miles from the Pacific
coast.
Concerning their journey Mr.
Seligman, when seen this morning had
the following to 6ay:
"Leaving here we went directly to
Torreon and from there we traveled
over the Mexican International Railroad to Durango. The point to wihlch
we wished to go Is situated just 125
miles west of Durango and the only
practicable way to reach lit 1s on
horseback over a rough mountain trail.
It took us three days to cover the
distance, and In many places we were
forced to walk and lead our horses on
account of precipitous descents. We
had a couple of pack mules, two native guides and made the trip wiUhout
much difficulty.
"The trail over which we went Is
said to be 'more than three hundred
years old and extends from Mazatlan
on the Pacific Coast to Durango. There
Is a great deal of travel over it, and
we encountered many pack trains consisting of from six to fifty burros,
carrying ores to the smelters and supplies to tihe mining camps. The day
we spent :ln the mountains was a
pleasant one. A two room house has
been erected at the twine we visited,
and we had quite comfortable quarters. We tried our luck at trout fishing but at this time of year, the fish
are not biting well. One man with
whom we talked, however, informed
us that the hunting In that vicinity
was the best in Mexico. According to
his story wild turkeys weighing as
much as fifty pounds, as well as deer
and partridges, are to be found in
abundance back from the trail where
they are not disturbed.
"We were most favorably Impressed
with Durango and found it one of
the prettiest cities we had ever seen
With but few exceptions the houses
are built from a light gray sandstone
which makes elegant building material.
Usually the stone is plastered over
and trimmed in some bright colored
paint. In some cases, the houses are
papered on the exterior and made to
resemble marble.
"The Catholic Cathedrals are beautiful, being constructed almost entirely
of handsomely carved stone and the
interiors are in keeping with the
There
adopted style of architecture.
is In course of construction at present a $3,000,000 opera- - house, which
when completed will be a magnificent
structure.
"One thing that I particularly noticed in Durango, and I am told that It
is the Bame in all Mexican cities, was
the efficiency of the police force. There
Is an urtusuallly large number of policemen besides mounted rurales who
look after the public safety. The policemen keep in perfect touch with one
another and it is almost impossible for
anything to happen but what it Is
known by every patrolman in a short
time.
"I was surprised at the number of
Americans I saw. Many of them are
engaged in mining, but agriculture is
coming rapidly to the front and it is
the Americans who are mishlnz it.
Some of the finest cotton in the world
is being raised in the vicinity of Tor-- !
reon, while around Durango I noticed
that corn and beans seem to be the
principal crops. That Mexico has an
agriicultural as well as mining future
in store I am positive. Business houses
and financial institutions are conducted almost entirely by Germans, French
and the richer class of Mexicans, few
Americans having entered into these
enterprises. We found the people with
whom we came in contact very hospitable and enjoyed our trip very
much."

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
Yjj'11 Have to Hurry!
A lady just from Mexico arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quick and get the
first pick.

THE ORIGINAL
OLD : CURIO

: STORE

J, S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St.
301-30- 3

We Are Headquarters

sortment

for the Best As
of

CURIOS AND CHI MAYO AND NAVA
HO INDIAN BLANKETS.

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and

dian Curio

In

can be raised along this river, success- Cully in my estimation,
although at
present there ia little grain growing.
"I have great faith to the future
of the mesa lands along the Las Animas. I believe that within the next
few years they will 'be found the best
producing land in the county. It Will
be necessary to construct long deep
ditches to carry the water to them,
however, which means the expenditure
of considerable capital.
The" soil on
the mesas, is even better than that
in the valley and will hold the moisture
better. If I were going to farm in
San Juan County, I would secure
mesa land.
'I also visited the La Plata River
valley while there. The crops are not
as sure there as along the Las Animas
because of lack of water. This year,
however; the farmers planted early
and the alfalfa and grain will make a
big yield. Land in this vicinity is selling for $35 to $40 an acre and in most
cases is well worth the money. It
does not take much science to farm in
the southwest. All that a man needs
is common sense and the ability to
work and manage well." ,

OFFICIAL

the United States.

In-

MATTERS,

Farmer at Santa Clara.
Freeman A. Tabor, formerly of California, has been appointed farmer at
the Santa Clara Indian Reservation,
north of this city, and has reported for
duty. He will be under the orders of
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall, of
the U. S, Indian School here. His
headquarters will be on the Indian
land in the Santa Clara canon and his
postofdee at Espanola.
Indian School Superintendent.
William Leonard, who has for some
years past served as superintendent
of the U. S. Indian school at the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indian Agency in
Oklahoma, has been appointed superintendent of the U. S. Indian school
at Ignaclo, on the Southern Ute Reservation in Southern Colorado, to relieve Superintendent Burton E. Custer,
appointed to the supertntendency of
the U. S. Indian Training School at
Albuquerque.
New Mexico Blind Asylum.
The trustees of the New Mexico
Blind Asylum met last week at
and awarded the contract for
furnishing the building recently completed at Alamogordo to the lowest
bidder, T. H. Springer, of El Paso,
Texas. There were present at the
meeting the following trustees: Dr.
Gerber and Oscar Snow of Las
s
and A. J, King and R. H. Pierce
of Alamogordo, Trustee Jacobo Chaves
of Los Lunas being unavoidably absent.
Cru-ce-

KILLED BY FALL

INTO GULCH
Dying Tiburclo Sanbrano Accuses Companion of Having Pushed
Him Over' Precipice.

Before

Encarnacion Ranteras is being held

in the Silver City jail upon default of
a bond of $2,500, to await the action
of the grand Jury upon the charge of

pushing Tlburcio Sanbrano into the
Main Street gulch, a few days ago.
Sanbrano was picked up fatally injured. The gulch at that point is fully
thirty feet deep and Paul James, a
colored porter, was attracted by the
groaning of Sanbrano, who was found
lying in a heap on the west side of the
gulch. At the Ladies" Hospital, Sanbrano became delirious, and ripping
the bandages from his wounds ran to
his home, where he died in the even
Ing. His shoulder bone had been
broken by the fall and five of his ribs
had penetrated his lungs. Sanbrano
statement ac
made an
cusing Ranteras of the deed! Both
had been drinking and quarreling, but
Ranteras denied all knowledge of the
occurrence. He was held under $2,500
ball for the grand Jury.
ante-morte-

DISREGARDED WARNING
AND WERE DROWNED
Lumbermen Tried to Cross
Shoshone River and Boat Wa
Upset.

Wyoming

Cody, Wyo., June 19. Disobedience
of orders cost five lumbermen their

lives near Waplta Sunday. Eleven
Herringa, of Colorado College of men started to cross the Shoshone
Agriculture, Making Inspection
River below a log jam, when warned
Tour is Well Pleased.
to do so on account of high and
water. When In mid
E. Heringa, a student of the Agri- swiftly running
stream the 'boat capsized and the fol
cultural College of Colorado, at Fort
lowing were swept to death:
Collins, who is making a tour of the
Joseph Redding, of Green Forest,
in
Mexico
New
farming districts of
Arkansas ; Robert
Hendrickson
of
Hie interests of the division of plant
John Hartley, John
Hope, Indiana;
Industry as directed by Professor W.
J. Spl'Ilman of the college, arrived in Flnnlgan, Joseph Karry.
Several of the boat's passengers
Santa Fe yesterday. He has just com
went to the bottom Instantly, but the
Counpleted a trip through San Juan
others made a strong fight for Mfe, and
ty and is very enthusiastic over con six
managed to get so close to the
ditions there as he saw them. He
shore that they were dragged to safe
will remain 1n Santa Fe for a week
or longer and will make side trips to ty.
Two men drowned while almost In
the Tesuque and Estancla Valleys betouch of rescue. None of the five
fore continuing his tour. Regarding
bodes has been recovered and none
the San Juan country, he said to a
may foe for an indefinite time, as the
New Mexican reporter:
river is high.
to
"If I had money with which
buy a firm, I would not wish to see
any better country than Is to be 131 ANNIVERSARY
found along the Las Animas River in
BUNKER HILL
San Juan County. Improved land there
Is selling today for $100 an acre and Boston
Turned Out With Much Noise
more. There 1s still any quantity of
And Celebrated Famous
land which could be irrigated at a
Battle.
fair expense and which would yield
abundant crops of fruit and alfalfa.
Boston, June 19. Accompanied by
At present the people in that county the roar of
guns, the snapping of fire
do not have to sell their produce in crackers and the
ringing of bells, the
an outside market since the home celebration of the one hundred and
is
consumption
larger than the thirty-firs- t
anniversary of the battle of
amount of produce raised each yesir Bunker Hill, always a local holiday,
and the prices are always good. The began at midnight yesterday. At that
principal crops along the Animas Riv- hour Mayor Fitzgerald lighted an im
er are fruit and alfalfa.
mense bonfire on the Charlestown
"There are about 25,000 acres or a playground.
trifle more, ti'pder cultivaltiion,
but
At 7 o'clock yesterday morning city
there Is a great amount of land that officials and invited guests sailed
could be irrigated, which at present down Boston harbor to meet the king
Is undeveloped.
The principal fruits of the carnival and escort him to his
are apples, peaches, pears, grapes, landing place at the navy yard. The
plums, aipricots and nectarines'. The parade, consisting principally of alle
trees are in fine condition and the gorical floats, followed. The United
Indications are there will be a big Irish societies had an Independent pro
crop. Much alfalfa is poor this sum- cession. An electrical parade In the
mer, due to a lack of attention on the evening ended the day's events.
part of the farmers, I should Judge, as
there Is an abundance of water and the
If you have anything to sell, rent or
soil Is good. Anything and everything exchange use the "Want" columns of
that can be grown in the southwest, the New Mexican.
E.

SANTA FE, N. M.

AKERS.
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Brought by J. L. Seligman Who Visited
There With J. W. Akera and
W. N. Townsend.

SAN JUAN COUNTY

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

INTERESTING REPORTS
FROM MEXICO

FINE LANDS IN

Proprietor.

J.
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SHOT TO DEATH
IN BACK YARD
Terrible Revenge of One Woman Who
Accused Another of Taking Her
Husband.

DENVER

r

M GRANDE

Salida, Colo., June 19. Mrs. Carl F.
Bode, wife of one of the best known
engineers running out of Salida on the

Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, was
deliberately shot to death by Mrs.
Harold Hutchinson, wife of a switchman, who accused her victim of having
been too friendly with Hutchinson.
Mrs. Hutchinson is under arrest. She
shows absolutely no remorse over her
terrible act, and talks about the trage
dy as calmly and cooly as though discussing a new dress.
The killing took place in the back
yard of the Bode home on Wood Ave
nue and was witnessed by Mrs. Jo
seph Haley, wife of a saloonkeeper,
who was cnling nnon Mrs. Bode at
he time. Mrs. Hutchinson's
entry
into the back yard, where Mrs. Bode
and Mrs. Haley were talking together
was wholly unexpected and neither
dreamed what might be the object of
her visit. Mrs. Hutchinson walked
directly up to Mrs. Bode and suddenly
pulled a revolver she had concealed in
a handbag and began firing.

"Scenic Line of the WotM."

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE
rrEIZZJz

TO

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Connection at Danvir with all linw East and Wwt
Time a Quick and Rates a Low aa Other Lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Trains.
No Tiresome Dclayi at Any Station.
Kor IUatrtte4 Advertising Matter r Information Addreeet
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. and T. A., DENVER, COLORADO,
A. S BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

GOVERNMENT TO
AID SAN FRANCISCO

tr

By Treasury Deposits of $12,000,000
In Golden Gate Banks A Tacit

Agreement.
Washington, D. C, June 19. A tacit
agreement was reached today by the
President and Secretary Shaw and a
delegation of Republican citizens of
San Francisco by which substantial aid
will! be given San Francisco by the
government. It is proposed that the
United States treasury deposit with
the San Francisco banks $12,000,000 of
government money with the bonds of
the city es security for the deposit,
the money to remain with the banks
until such a time as the government
shall call for It. This may not be for
a number of years.
.
HARVEY

BUYS

ANCIENT

SPANISH BULL CART.
The old Mexican bull cart which
for thirty years has adorned the roof
of the Old Gold Curio Store on San
Francisco Street has been sold to Fred
Harvey of the Harvey Hotel System
and was yesterday taken to Albuquer
que where It will be added to his
collection of curios which is one of
the best in the southwest. For a time
yesterday the cart was set up in front
of the curio rooms at the Santa Fe
Railway station at Albuquerque, where
it was viewed by hundreds of people.
It became necessary to place a guard
beside it to keep people from shaking
it to pieces, so desirous were they
of examining it closely.
When Mr. Gold established his curio
store in this city more than a quarter
of a century ago he looked about for
something which would serve as a good
sign, and finding the old cart put it
on the roof of his place of business.

MARKET
MONEY

PUBLISHERS

REPORT.

AND METAL8.

New York, June 19. 'Money on call
4.
steady 3
Prime mercantile paper
Silver 65
and
New York, June 19. Lead
copper quiet and unchanged.
St. Louis, Mo., June 19. Spelter
lower, 6.10.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, Ills., June 19. Wheat,
Corn, July,
July, S2
Sept., 82
51
to
Oats, July,
Sept., 51
39
Pork, July, $17;
Sept., 36
Sept., $16.65. Lard, July $8.80..; Sept.,
$8.95. Ribs, July, $9.40; Sept., $9.25
d
to 50.

BINDERS

55

WOOL

MARKET.

o

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

St. Louis, June 19. Wool steady
and unchanged.
8TOCK MARKET.
New York, June 19. Atchison 89
pfd. 102
New York Cenutral 137.
Pennsylvania 132.
Southern Pacific 64
Union Pacific 1481-4- ;
pfd. 941-2- .
Copper 104
Steel 39
pfd. 1041-2- .
LIVE STOCK.
Chicago, June 19. Cattle receipts
35,000, steady; beeves $46.40; cows
and heifers $1.504.15; stackers and
feeders $2.654.60; Texans $3.75
4.30; calves $56.25.
Sheep receipts 15,000, steady; sheep
$4.506.15; lambs $5.757.50.
Kansas City, June 19. Cattle re
ceipts 10,000, including 1,000 southerns
steady to strong; native steers $4
steers $3.254.90;
southern
5.70;
southern cows $2.253.50; native cows
and heifers i$2.255; stockers and
feeders $2.504.35; bulls $2.60M;
calves $2.506; western fed steers $4
5.30; western fed cows $2.504.
Sheep receipts 6,000, strong; , muttons $56.25; lambs $5.757.60; range
wethers $56.40; fed ewes $4.75

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

$5.75.
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT,
GRAND
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906
- For the above occasion
the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and
return at a rate of $31.30.
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th;
good for return passage Sept.' 30th,
1906. ,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
W. R. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
writes: "This is to certify that I have
used Orlno Laxative Fruit Syrup for
chronic constipation, and it has proven, without a doubt, to be a thorough,
practical remedy for this trouble, and
it Is with pleasure I offer my conscientious reference." Ireland's Pharmacy.

The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and of
interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.50. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.

All classes of blanks are kept on
hand at the offices of the New lexl-caPrinting Company.
n

Chamberlain's!
Diarrhea Remedy
ssaBssnssaaEaBsgBsnaEanB,

Colic, Cholera &

Almost every family has need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at some time during the
'

year.
This remedy it recommended
by dealen who have sold it for
many yean and know its value.
It has received thousand of
testimonials from grateful people.

'

It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory
results.

It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
or a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can
you afford to risk so much for se
little?
BUY IT NOW.

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street,

Office
1

to

8

Telephone No. 30.

Hours :

p, m., except Wednesday

and Sunday.'

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First class accommodations ; for
limited number of patients.

.

New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru- ments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity.
Badlographlc work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

